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-\ ,I CHAPTER I ij 
II INTRODUCTION ll 
II I' I .I ,, /, Statement of purpose.-- The :purpose of this study is to j· 
li develop graded study lessons by means of :pupil-teams to aid in i 
II I I improving the ability of :pupils to recall. This was attempted 1 I ~. I, 
I 
through l8 graded lessons in social studies in the sixth grade. 11 
I ,, 
j A six-weeks' program of three lessons per week, each lesson :J 
I II. 
1! graded to three levels of ability -- low, medium, and high -- waJ, 
li constructed. Pupils were :paired in two-, three-, and five-pupil II 
~~~teams, and an effort was a~so made to determine whether pupi~- lj 
,I teams were or were not an effective adjunct to graded lessons as I 
II d · th· t a 11 
1tuse ln lS s u y. ji 
'I li II Inasmuch as a satisfactory basis for grouping of :pu:pil-teams'1 II I ,, I! 
)\ ha:s yet to be devised, much of the work done in this experiment !') 
,, I 
'I was to have the writer observe the effects of the various sizes il 
I of groupings used and indicate the findings as of :possible signiJ~ 
II icance. Questionnaires were also used to ascertain the pupils 1 il 
I' d I choices in this matter. !I 
II i' 
II T 1-.l· h l th · t d · :I 1 he :puu lC sc oo s, among o er agencles, ac as a ls:pensell 
lj of facts, knowledge, or skills which are cumulative as the :perso~ 
I 1: ~ lj' advances through his school years. The earlier the ability to :i 
., ·. I' 
li recall is trained, the sooner the pupil starts his store of know~~ 
~~~~ edge on which more important conclusions are based or supported. il 
II 
_______ .!!_____________________________________ - ~l 
_, ______ .,i ______________________________ -··----·-- ---- . ij 
!l l 1: 
H Jl l; p 
•: 
i! 
(I II ~o.. .. II Colv:. v;~~s attests to this impor~~~:-:f-recall: "S~gnificant- 2 
,! II material can be comprehended only by working it over through llj 
If recall and by reconstructing the printed page in terms of the 1j 
I\ student's own thought processes." I 
II The purpose of this study is an attempt to: Jj 
i! l. Evaluate the effect of the graded lessons upon oral If 
I 
,I !i 
li 
recall. ! 
2. Evaluate the effect of the graded lessons upon written lj 
recall. jl 
3 a. 
b. 
c. 
Evaluate the two-pupil team as utilized in this 
ex:p erimen t • 
Evaluate the three-pupil team as utilized in this 
experiment. 
Evaluate the five-pupil team as utilized in this 
II 
li p 
II 
'i I, 
II 
il 
II 
·I II 
experiment. jl 
4. Discover the most popular choice of pupil-team grouping!! 
lj 
as utilized in this experiment. II II I' 
:1 
5. Discover whether pupil-teams were or were not an effect~! 
I 
i ive adjunct to graded lessons. 
6 ·' .. Make informal observations of the value of the graded 
lessons and pupil team techniques. 
li ---,...------~--=o--
!1 j)Stephen S. Colvin, The Learning Process, The Macmillan 
i New York, l923, p. l66. 
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II I 
• I' RllVIEW OF RESEARCH II 
,I, ,~,~' Oral Recall 
I II There is not too much material in research that is pertinen~ 
J to the problem of the improvement of oral recall in the precise 1,
1
•
1
1 
iJ 
lj manner of this experiment; consequently, the plan of research ha~ 
,, ,, 
'j been to consider the importance of recall, of graded lessons, of II 
I. 'I II t"' I! grouping arrangements, and of oral discussion as they pertain "' I 
1! oral recall. As Anderson and Davidson JJ tersely state, "to read I 
I I I! and remember what is said is what makes acg_uisi tion of knowledge 1 
!! ,, 
lj possible." •• I ~~ One of the ·greatest blessings of mankind is his ability to ,1 
II recall; this faculty enables him to recreate past events, be the~ 
II visual or auditory, to project the same in the film of his imag~-11 i' 
jj ation, and from them to develop his reasoning and thinking powerJ!. 
11 I: ll "Life demands corstant recall of a part or of all of one's exper1j' 
I' . g) I 
lj ience, 11 writes Myers, 11 at irregular intervals and seldom with jj 
I much warning. Life demands, moreover, guick recall of one's I~ 
!! best experiences immediately to solve situations that come I! 
I' · 3..! 1 ~~ unannounced. 11 Pyle evaluates recall thus: "The importance of !1 
,I I 
:;6 !1' l/Charles J. Anderson and Isobel Davidson, Reading Objectives, I 
._, 1, Laurel Book Company, New York, 1925, p. 193. ,i 
I! 2/G. C. Myers, "'Recall in Relation to Retention" , Journal of . ij 
I! Education Psychology (March, 1914), 5:119-130. p. 129. 11 1: ,, 
lj 2./W. H. Pyle, The Psychology of Learning, Warwick and York, Inc. ,11 
11 Baltimore, 1928, p. 183. :1 :-===~1=- --~"---.:.-:---=---=-·-=: ·-:...:=-=--==~-=..:-=--==--==-=====---=--=-"-=-=-~~==:-==--=::==:==--=1!-'-===-=- ·····-o-
!1 3 1!. 
ji 'i 
!i 
!, 
1: 
__ j I 
j____ 
.·-e 
jpermane~t fixation of re-presentation and recall can not be over] 
I estimated." DaviS ~pointedly asserts, "Learning is more e:f:fect~ 
II i ve when there is :frequent recall and use o:f the :facts as soon a, 
I! they are ·learned. tt 11 
\I Myers Y reports on a study that he made on recall in relati! 
II to retention. Three hundred thirty-two boys and girl:s o:f normal II 
1
1 
school, academy, seventh and eighth grades were tested. Ten 1 
words were pronounced with regular tempo: shovel, tongue, spool, 
l kettle, feather, clock, pickle, dirt, grocer, onion; each word II 
lj was pronounced only once. Five minutes later, the pupils were I 
I surprised with a request to write as many words previously pro-
jnounced as they could remember. Three minutes were given. He 
I 
I 
! concluded: 
I 
I 
"The.re is a decided gain as a result and this gain 
II greater :for a :fi\re-minute recall than :for an immediate recall. 
I 
isL 
II 
I' 
I liThe effect o:f intervening recall is very much greater when the 
!!:final recall is :~aken after 30 minutes or one hour than when 
1
1 taken at the end: of three weeks. The gain by the girls is greate\r 
l
l than that by the' boys, and their general efficiency is higher.n \ 
• I 
I Saucier 21 states that real reading is :fundamentally compre- II 
II henSiOn and reconstructiOn Of ideaS. A~n Speaking Of the differ-~~~~ 
1! ent ways to meaSUre retention, Deese ~comments that one method 
'I II 
j l/Robert .A. Davis, Psychology of Learning, McGraw Hill Book \\ 
1\Company, Inc., New York, 1935, p. 177. 
1! 2/G. C. Myers, op. cit. , p.. 128. / 
12/W. A. Saucier, Theory and Practice in the Elementarv School, 1 
!The Macmillan Company, New York, 194l, p. 190. ~~~ 
jA/James Deese, The Psychology of Learning, McGraw-Hill Book I 
1
company, Inc., NewYork, 1952, p. 170. jl 
I L 
=-· ===='r~ ·~ 
II II 
I' 
4 
,, 
i' 
1: II 
li !( J I 
=== !.-,- I' !I is that of recall. Peterson lfbelieves that in recall the esseni 
[j tial is grasped and formulated. "The person recreates the in- 11 
ji I' !I sights, though in abbreviated form. He abstracts the idea, that 1/ 
/i is, he embraces a number of the essential features in a general II 
! jl I concept, and discards ideas that were merely clarifying details. 11Jl 
I "Recall depends entirely on association," declares Betts 5.[ lj 
I
I "M. emory arrives at any desired fact only over a bridge of associJi_ 
I! I tlons. It therefore follows that the more associations set up II 
I between the fact to be remembered and related facts already in 'j 
II the mind, the more certain the recall." !1 
11 Colvin 21 reveal!' that experiments indicate that recall is 11 
II always an aid in the learning process and it should be inter- ·I 
I d . th l . I th d 11R ll . t . ul lj d s:perse 1.n e earn1.ng. n o er wor s, eca 1.s :par l.C ar .rq 
I valuable because it enables the :pupil to discover his error and . ~~,, 
I correct indefinite and hazy impressions. He holds himself to a II 
!1 more strict account in recall. 11 Davis Y continues, "It is es:pec~j 
li ially important ·:that the pupil attempt to recall freq_uently the ~~ 
I! idea which he h'fS studied." Gray 21 voices this theme when he rl 
~~ says, "Recalling material read and making comparisons frequently I 
d 
I! -=-1~/r.:::H::-.~A:-.~P:::-e-t:-e-r-s-on, Educational Psychology, The Macmillan Company, 1\ 
11 New York, p. 248. 1J 
li _g/George H. Betts, The Mind and Its Education, D. Appleton and t 
I Company, New York, 1906, :p. 168. j! 
! .2/S. S. Colvin, op. cit., p. 166. jl 
I I 
I! ,&/R. A. Davis, op. cit., p. 177. II 
I! 'i/W. S. Gray, Marion Munroe, Mary Hill Arbuthnot, Basic Readers:)\ 
11 Curriculum Foundation Series, Scotts, Foresman and Company, New ,
1
: 
il York, 1944, p. 55. I. 
II !i 
5 
I! '' ~'~1~--~~"~~~~=~~~ ~~~~~--
~~ I! 
1! i) 
1i jl 
,, I' 
i1 ,I 
--- J ~ 
I
ll\ strengthen critical reaction to a particular article or story. u ~~~ 
A single reading is not sufficient for comprehension, however, 
• J! though .Anderson and Davidson 11 add, "If effectlve study habits I 
1·1 t bl. h d d · uld b bl uff · If c wf dv were es a lS e , one rea lng co pro a y s lee. ra or 
11
! 
I/ in relating the value of attempting recall as an aid to learning)! 
I adds emp~asis, 11 recall • • • is now so thoroughly established that 
1
11
1 ! 
11 the method has been deflni tely crystallized into school practice I 
11 by means of examinations, surprise tests, and daily recitations.'j 
11 Myers 2/ follows with, 11 The true purpose of examination is to I ! . 
compel reorganization and recall of things already learned." 
I Durrell AI points out, "In the thorough type of reading the goal 
1
! 
I is ability to recall orally or in writing the primary and second~ 
I ary ideas, with .:attention to organization, accuracy, and complet~-
1 . 'I I ness of detail.~~' He concludes that with this objective attainedJj 
,j . il 
! the pupil 11 shoul,d have no difficulty with tasks requiring com- \I 
1 plete recall or :·evaluation of the important ideas. 11 !· 
. , I II ' I 
'I We are cons:idering the ability of recall not only because I 
I of its immediate help to the student in obtaining facts but also 1,1 
I . 5.1 I 
1 because of its u.l timate value in life. Dexter expressed this 1 
'I I thought so aptlJi. "Whatever factual data the student may learn 1 
! . I 
II1}Ilavidson and ~derson, op. cit., P· 193. il 
! yc. C. Crawfor&, The Technique of Study, Houghton Mifflin Com- jll 
\ 
pany, Boston, 1928, p.. ll8. 1 
, 2_/G. C. Myers, op. cit .. , p. 129. ·11 
li ~/D. D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, World j ! Book Company, New York, 1940, p. 233. j
1 
6 
11.2./L. A. Dexte:r:, "On Teaching the Systematic Transfer of Training'li, 
!J Harvard Educational Review, Volume XIX No. 3, l94-9, p. l30. t 
===-=-4~ _,_ --- - -- ~-~-c~==--= 
'• !: ·~· I:,; :l 
l , !I I f; I, P 
'I 
I' 
I! 
II 
_j 
j: 7 =========!~~~~ 
is likely to diminish in importance with the years; and the only IJ 
parts of his educational experience which can aid him are those !1 
general skills which he can apply in the analysis of new or un-
familiar or unanticipated situations." 
I\ 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
Hitherto, the positive side of recall has been set forth !! 
1/ It 
with supporting data on various experiments. James 1 explains~ !J 
I, 
li il however, that there is another side to recall that has a latent 
1
possibility and which may not be seen or measured for years to ',1
1
· 
come. He states: 
11Professor Ebbinghaus t s experiments show, that things 11 
which we ar~ quite unable definitely to recall have never- I 
theless impressed themselves in some way, upon the structurejl 
of the mind, In other words, no matter how long ago we may I 
have learned a poem, and no matter hovr complete our inabil- ,
1
. 
ity to repr9duce it now may be, yet the first learning will I 
still show its lingering effects in the abridgement of the ! 
time required for learning it again." 
! 
Burri ~ound:: that the pupil's inability to recall reveals a il 
fundamental factor of memory, and shows there is an equal import-\1 
ance both in the,; situation during the time of learning as well asli 
during the time pf recall facilitating or inhibiting the res:ponself 
·: I, 
She concludes: ':'If learning takes place privately, the presence II 
: ff. . II 
of a group at th~ time of recall is detrimental to the e lClency!l 
!of reproduction,,' and, the kind of audience is not very important j\ 
il as regards its influence on recall.tt li 
'I II Anderson an~ Davidson .2/state concisely ,our great concern 
I 
1,/William James, Talks to Teachers, Henry Holt and Company, New j 
York, 1912, p. 141. ,, 
yo. Burri, ttThe Influence of an Audience Upon Recall", Journal J1 
of Educational Psychology (December, 1931), 22:683-90. ~~ 
l.2/.Anderson and Davidson, op. cit., p. J.93. !1 
-, -.=-=-=·-:c.:·..,--=-. r-=-' c:-·. -- ~ ~ --=-- ·.:::c:.-_ -=---~-.::. -. _,_,_._·--=--.: ::;.-=·=-·- .·oc..::.c:-="'---'- --;:- :-.:--."' --,~ --~--==-- ·-- _--;;._ -""- ·=:- o:.;:.:;::·:: -·-.-----c=--=~..:::==-1! -=-'~-=-=c=...""" .: 
I I 
I .i 
' li 
8 J 
======-====-- =It=, ==== 
over the improving of the ability of recall for ttpupils lack the iJ 
ability to recall any considerable portion o:f contents: The maxi~ 
mum is about 50 per cent immediately after reading. 11 Conseq_uent-JI 
ly, we agree with Myers 11that every possible incentive should be! 
afforded by the teacher for the pupil to recall in his study and 
y 
recitation. The teacher's task, as Hildreth states, is "to 
stimulate the children to learn and direct the activities that 
II 
I! 
II 
i! 
ji 
The ability to recall provides a more meaningful and purpose~ 
ful life; from this process we project our thoughts into the \ 
future, and we r.eason with Jeremiah,)/ "This I recall to my mind,! 
therefore, I hope. 11 
Graded Lessons 
ttTeaching, tt:. according to Betts AI "is the practical recog-
I 
I 
!I II 
II 
'I 
,I 
nition of differ'ences. 11 It is this recognition of difference Jj 
I that Durrell 2/h~s so comprehensively and precisely stated with II 
I reference to stu;ay skills. jl 
'· I 
"Success of the instruction in study skills depends upoh 
·' ' q 
adeq_uate motivation and graded lesson plans for each abilitY!! 
so that the. child may p:ogress :Vi th co~fi~e~ce and security '111 
and upon adJustment of :tnstruct:ton to :tnd:tv:tdual needs as 11 
revealed by observation and measurement of pupils. 11 II 
1/G. C. Myers, op. cit., p. l)O. 
2/Gertrude Hildreth, Child Growth Through Education, 
Press Company, N.ew York, l948, p. 4l0. 
:[ 
II The Ronald 11 
'I it I! 
.2./Jeremiah, Holy Bible, 11Lamentations 11 , 3:2l. 
A/E-. A. Betts, Foundation of Reading Instructions, 
lin Company, Boston, l928, p. 3. 
!I 
Houghton Mi:f:f~~ 
2/D. D. Durrell, op. cit., p. 232. I I 
I 
"Cc co~~~"" oo ""~~~cocc ",'""'"'~-o ,- ""''""'~'''-~- o _ c ''"--~~-, ""'~~~~~--~-,,~, -"'-~'" ___ , ~-, , ,. -~-~~--+-~ , '"'"'"'' 
II 
:I 
II 
:I 
11 
II 
I 
;, 
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il 
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_} II 
I 
He :further states, 11 Gradlflation in di:f:ficul ty o:f the assignments jl 
II 
I
· may be obtained by progressing :from easy to more di:f:ficult mater~! 
II 
'ial, :from shorter to longer units, and :from simple to more compl~~ 
1 cated assignments." Scott l/ made a study to analyze the e:f:fect II 
I Jl o:f speci:fic exercises -- the outline analysis method and the ;! 
'I I! graduated direct question method -- :for improving the :fluency o:f 1\ 
jt 
,I 
unaided oral and written recall in grade :five. She concludes /I 
I that the two experim~ntal groups made superior gains in oral !I 
j recall, that there was a statistical di:f:ference in the gains made!! 
I by the boys and .the girls, that bright children made better gains!! 
li than did the dull children but that this was not o:f statistical II 
Jl 
signi:ficance, that gains were made by the experimental groups in 1! 
I' 
I written recall, :and that the graded question practice showed a 
I gain which was n.ot signi:ficant. 
Joney Y pre!sented tests to 176 pupils in six :fourth-grade 
i 
classrooms in the Reading Public Schools. O:f this number, 140 
i[ 
li 
!i 
'I I. 
il li 
j\ 
p 
11 
ii ii 
II pupils completed six tests and she came to the :following conclu-
1
r 
II 
sion: "Silent reading :followed by oral questions appears to be I 
:I 
1: slightly superior to silent reading with a silent-reading check, q 
II 
l
i although the results were not statistically signi:ficant." Peter-1! 
il 
, son 2./ adds 11 The, e:f:fectiveness o:f recall depends on the length an~j 
I I the di:f:ficul ty o:f the selections and on the ratio o:f the time j: 
I 11 
t 1! 
1
1/H. E. Scott, An Evaluation o:f Two Types o:f Workbook Exercises il 
1 :for the Improvement o:f Recall, Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation,!! 
11 Boston University, 1949. 11 
I
I yo. L. Joney, A Comparison o:f Reading and Listening in Teaching 11 
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I In an experiment to evaluate the effect of a series of 11 
llplanned lessons on recall, Burke 1/ constructed two workbooks, li 
II graded in dif:ficul ty, to develop oral and written recall in grade ii 
I! 
six. Pupils worked in pairs and received :practice in the various 1! 
d 
steps of recall. She found that these exercises were of statis- j) 
!tical significance in the gains they :produced in oral and written iJ 
.!,recall, with the girls showing a greater gain than the boys in II 
II I oral recall. .Another workbook, graded in dif:ficul ty, was built ii 
lby Sullivan g/ in order to evaluate its effect on the improvement II 
I 1: li 
'
of oral recall in grade three. Twenty-five lessons were :prepared\\ 
i! 
!land graded as to the order of :progression in the development of !i 
.. li 
oral recall ability and administered to 26 :pupils who were divide~ 
I into two groups. After a five weeks' study, the exercise which /j 
1aimed to encoura~e the child to concentrate on the material that !: 
I! 
he was reading revealed that 11 specific :practice in oral recall by il 
means of graded lessons produced marked gains in the oral recall li 
ability of the experimental group," with a statistically signif- li 
!I 
licant critical ratio of 2. 96 gain made in oral recall by the li 
)experimental group over the control group. Torrent 2./ found that i! 
I II 
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j'Or~l Re~all in Grade Six, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston j'J 
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I li 
I an average of 
compared with 
12 ideas is recalled in multiple choice tests as 11 
r 5 ;'ideas in unaided oral recall. Bucknam's 11 stud- 1! 
ii 
ies indicated that recall on multiple choice questions was much 
superior to unaided oral and written recall. 
This differential instruction which Betts £1 speaks of 
results in a maximum development of each individual, and he 
jl 
,/ 
1 refers to techniques which may increase comprehension. 
II 
li 
,I 
II 
I "First, a series of questions each of which may be 
answered in a word, phrase, or sentence. Second, a single 
question which requires the pupil to reproduce what he has 
read. The single answer type of question lends itself to 
guiding the. first silent reading and the oral re-reading 
when evaluation of details is of chief concern." 
Grouping 
In order to.' meet pupil differences, McKee 21 recommends, 
":Pupils should be grouped so that each group contains those indi~ 
viduals who need the same instruction. Regardless of the plan 
followed, it is imperative that each pupil receive instruction 
II 
II 
.I 
II 
il 
I' 
./ 
If 
II 
il p 
il 
.,, ;; 
which helps him :to develop those reading abilities in which he isl1 
/I 
d 
deficient. 11 In their :findings on ability grouping as practiced 
jfor several years in Reading, Massachusetts, in grades I to IX, 
Lincoln and Wadleigh ~/reported: 
l'i 
·' 
/I 
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,l/Margaret E. Bucknam, Comparison of Fluenc:v of Oral and Written 1! 
Recall, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1941. '' 
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"The bright child is generally stimulated to exert him-~~--­
self to a greater degree than he is in a heterogeneous groupll~ 
" Children actually learn more under the Reading system ·I 
of ability grouping than they did before it was practiced. 11 jj 
d An experiment was instituted in Philadelphia, in 1922, in II 
'I 
which 23 elementary schools partic-ipated in an effort to prove 1
1 the effectiveness of instructione A further survey in 1926 found,
the desirability of reducing the number of schools until, in l9321l 
11 I' 
Barthelmess and Boyer made these pertinent conclusions which sum· II, 
up this question of grouping: 
II 
"It may be that the final question to group homogene- 11 
ously or not so to group cannot be answered by statistical jii 
analysis. ''The few variables which are obj ~ctively measur- ',j 
able are c~osely associated with other factors for which no 
satisfacto~ measurement exists. Consequently, it is 1 
difficult to apply strictly the law of the single variable 1 
either in the manipulation of the experimental situation or I 
the statistical analysis of the results. However, the ,j 
results of :'the present study offer exceedingly strong evi- \! 
dence that homogeneous grouping can be a factor in securing II 
improvemen~ in certain important skill subjects." I 
I Although a~vocating individuaUzed ways of teaching reading,!~ 
Wilson,Y speakiJg of a different kind of grouping, nevertheless, jji 
I
. ~ummarizes aptlY", 
lence. This ki~d 
I 
1. 
11 A kind of grouping was needed for this exper- II 
of grouping makes a wonderful working 'together~ 
I 
ness' and helps ·:to provide a happy purposeful situation for the 
learners. 11 Taking this into consideration and applying it to 
II Appelgate' s 2/ remark, ttA skill is likely to become a habit if the! 
I i . . jl 
11/Harriet M. Ba:rthelmess, and Philip A. Boyer, ttEvaluation of jl 
i Ability Groupingtt, Journal of Educational Research (1932-33) 26: 11 e 1284-294. 11 
!2/H. Wilson, ttstop Reading in Ability Groups 11 , The Instructor : 
ITApril, l950) Owen Publishing Company, Dansville, New York, p.34.1 
' . I' 1.2/M. Applegate, Everybody 1 s Business -- Our Children, Row, Pet er-JI 
-\son and Company, New York, p. 68. \ 
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iL 
-~~learning of the skill is tied to the emotion of happiness, 11 we 
Jl see how grouping can be of inestimable value in the classroom. 
II 
II 
1
1
1 Oral discussion.-- Colvin l/ found that investigations 
1
1,
1 
ttmade by various German experimentalists seem to indicate ~~ 
that vocalization is a decided aid in learning •••• A I 
1 series of experiments recently concluded by the Department 
l! of Psychology at the University of Illinois, in which about i 
80 school children were tested, seems definitely to show 
that learning for all grades is considerably facilitated by 
allowing the pupils to study in a whisper." 
Grant Yasse~ts "Studies agree in finding the recitation 
I' method of learning superior to the reading method 1 though they I i differ in the distribution of recitations and readings :favored. 11 
I ' 
Yoakam .2./refers to the common method of reproducing ideas. "The 
I success of discussion depends on how well the reader has retained!! 
\the ideas read and how well he can reproduce them in his own way I 
I so as to furnish data for discussion. 11 Peterson .1/ stresses, li 
·I I 
i"Oral discussion:is necessary to bring out meanings, especially ! 
,Ito bring out imp~rtant details, and to convert pictorial imagery 
into verbal terms. 11 According to Davis,.2./ 
11 It is.especially important that the pupil attempt to 
I
' recall frequently the ideas which he has studied. The 
recitation not only includes recall of material, but also 
serves to select the items in order of importance and 
J through discussion, makes them a part of the pupil's think-
! ing. tt 
11Js. s. dolvin, Op. cit., p. l66. 
j2/M. E. Grant, "Some Theor~es and Experiments in the Field of 
II Memory 11 , Journal ;of Educatlonal Psychology (l932), p. 5l5. 
1
1
!.2./Gerald A. Yoakam, :Basal Reading Instruction, McGraw-Hill :Book I 
!Company, Inc., New York, l955, p. 73. 
,,'1.1/H. A. Peterson, op: cit., p. 235. 11 
L2./R~ A. Davis, op. clt., p. l77. !1 
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~~~Experiments conducted in the psychological laboratory of the 
!university of Illinois indicate, according to Colvin, 1 / I 
I 11 the fact that recall is of such great importance in learning 
.J has a significant bearing on the nature of the recitation.. II 
i! The recitation is one of the most valuable methods of in- II' 
J struction. Its principal function, when skillfully.con- I 
1 ducted, is that it serves to recall to him the places where 
li his knowledge is inexact, hazy, and uncertain, and it should I! 
li always be followed on the part of the pupil by a re-learning 1 
Jl in the light of his previous errors. 11 j 
11 Davis Y picks up this trend of thought also. "In the reci-1 
Jl tation there is assurance that proper associations are formed andll 
jl that the pupil is led to clarify misconceptions and false notions;l" 
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CHAPTER III 
EXERCISES FOR DEVELOPING ORAL RECALL 
I Construction of Graded Lessons I 1.1 , 21 I Torrent ~d Bucknam - found in their experiments that 
I multiple choice questions were of lower recall ability than 
1! unaided recall •. Therefore, in developing these lessons only 
I three levels of oral recall ability were utilized. (See Table l)l 
I 
II 
!I 
II 
II 
1. 
l. 
2. 
). 
I 
Detaile~ questions. The first six lessons were designe~ 
to give: the pupil practice on this lower level o:f recal~~ 
ability! so that he could recall promptly simple factual 1~ 
questio~s, and be prepared for the next higher level. j 
General, questions with multiple answers. The second I 
series of lessons (7-l5) was intended to raise the level 
of reca~l ability as the pupil recalled the answer with 
multiple responses instead of the single answers of the 
first series of lessons. 
'i 
Unaided recall. The last group of lessons (7-l57 l6-l8) I 
. I 
was plaPned to give the pupil practice in the highest I 
level of recall ability, to tell all he knows about the 
subject· from questions which give him no aid. 
" 
I 
'I 1 -l-,/r.::K~.--=E=-.---=T=-o-r_r_e_n-:-t , . op • cit •• 
,,g)M. ~E. 
I! L__ 
Bucknam, op. cit. 
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Table l. Classi£ication o£ Graded Lessons 
Number of Lessons 
(11 ( 2) 
li l ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 ' 5 ' 6 
I -----------
7,8,9,10,ll,l2,l3,l4,l5 
I ' -----------------------
Type o£ 
Questions 
(3) (4) 
16,17,18 
Detailed 
General 
1! ------------------------------------- Unaided 
11 recall 1'----~-------------~ II 
II 
Description; of graded lessons.-- Eighteen lessons, graded 
I into three levels of ability £or each lesson making a total o£ 
I . I ~~~54 lessons, were, designed to carry out the three levels o£ recal~ 
,'ability previously mentioned. These classi£ications o£ ability I 
I are indicated in, the graded lesson sheets in the Appendix as: I 
Ll-l Lesson l first lesson I 
-l low group I 
Ll-2 
Ll-3 
· Lesson l 
-2 
Lesson 1 
-3 
£irst lesson 
medium group 
£irst lesson 
high group I 
1\ Textbook.-- All the graded lessons were based on the i;e:rl-
11 book, Our Americ<ffi Neighbors 11 and were used with the text, 
l covering pages 143-168. The lessons were silent reading assign-
! ' 
II menta with oral questions, with i;he excepi;ion of three lessons. I 
i !, I 1/J. G. Meyer, William H. Gray, and Ralph Hancock, Our American 
~~Neighbors, Follett ~ublishing Company, Chicago, Illinois, 1950. 
I 
.L 
,, 
II 
16 
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II 
li 
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II The answers in these lessons had to be written. It was planned. I! 
11 for each lesson to carry the same page assignment in the text 
:fo'll 
1l each low, medium, and high The • I group. length of each ass1gnment 1 
,, 
II was to be, on th,e about eight I' average, paragraphs long, and to 
J' last 30 minutes; I I 
Degree of difficulty.-- In this study, Lessons l-6 were 
1
1 worked out in th.e following manner: For the low group ( -l), the 
I
I question came fi:rst, the reading of the assignment taken from the!l 
.; II 
'
textbook fo;tloweil, and one question was answered at a time with I' 
the textbook open. (Questions during reading.) For the medium I . 
II group (-2), the a.uestions came first, the reading of a paragraph 
Jl or two depending on the length of the paragraphs came next, the 
I text book was clOsed, and the questions given again orally came 1
1 jlast. (Question~ before reading.) For the high group, (-3) the I 
!f reading of the a~signment taken from the textbook came first, I 
! then the closing .. of the textbook, and the questions last. (Ques-1 
I· tions after reading.) 
I The degree 9f difficulty for Lessons 7-18 was worked out by 
lthe wording o:f the questions and/or the length o:f the reading 
I assignment for the low, medium, and high groups. 
! Beating arrangement.-- Together with the developing of the 
I . jgraded lessons, yhere was a parallel plan constantly kept in mind 
lj-- that of pupil~team grouping; for, the seating arrangement of I, 
!the pupils is as ~ital to the preparation of the graded lessons 
I jas the types of questions which are to be incorporated. The fol-
.1 
Ill · 1 1 d 11 OWlng p an was evo ve : 
!I 
I. 
II 
'I ,, 
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l. 
2. 
3. 
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il 
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The first and fourth weeks were to have a two-pupil tearrH 
combination, working out as a partnership of a pupil an~~ 
II 
a 11 pupi;l-teacheru. Thus, the "pupil-teacher" played th~~ 
I 
! important role during these weeks. 
The sec'ond and fifth weeks were to have a three-pupil 
1 team combination, a pupil- 11Leader11 -pupil. The important!! 
role dttring these two weeks was that of the "Leader". 
The thi'rd and sixth weeks were to be a five-pupil team 
combination designated as "Secretary" and four pupils, 
with the "Secretary'' playing the important role. 
Tabla 2~ Plan of Pupil Team Grouping 
Lessons. Pupil-team arrangement 
1 2 II 
!· 
tl 2 .l t lj 1 3 - pup1 eam i 
II ~~- ~ §: ~~~ii ~=: II 
II 
10 - l2 2- pupil team 
I
' l3 - 15 3- pupil tteeamam I 
16 - l8 5- pupil 
: I jl The purpose of the change every week in the seating arrange- 'I 
!I jJment was so that :the study might have a flexibility to it. Any '! 
t! 
I\ suggestions coming :from the pupils or writer could be incorporate~ 
jlin the second weelc of that same seating plan. I 
1! Order of preparing questions.-- I, 
1
1
1 I 
!! l. Detailed g_uestions. (Lessons 1-6) The g_uestions for 
!1 the high group were prepared first. For the first two 
1: 
Ji il I• 
II 
II 
!I 
-----.-----------------------.............. il 
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I' Jl 
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II 
II 
I 
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II 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
II ,, 
II 
lessons, there was one question asked about every tw~ 
lines, 'consequently, there were more detailed g_uesti~ns I 
in these two lessons. The same questions were used for 1 
the medium and low groups with the degree of difficulty 
utilized as set forth previously. 
2. General questions. (Lessons 7-15) The questions for 
the medium group were prepared first, then the ones ror 
the low·: group. 0 ccasionally, the wording of the ques-
tions w~s changed to allow for better understanding by 
the low.group. The length o:f the read±ng assignment wasl 
. shorter:for the low group than :for the medium group, 
' ;, 
thus lessening the degree o:f difficulty for the low 
group. 
Unaided': recall. (Lessons 7-18 :for the high group; les-
., 
sons 16;18 for the medium and low groups) The questions 
:for the high group were prepared sep~rately. Then the 
,I 
General questions o:f the medium and low groups were com-, 
.· I 
pared against the questions on Unaided recall of the high 
. 'I group, with the aim o:f having the questions the same, if 
possible. 
Starting with Lesson 13, the low group had an increase in 
!the paragraph assignments, thus increasing the degree of diffi-
11 cul ty and prepadng this group for the Unaided recall guestions 
'which were to follow with Lesson 16 to the end. Then, too, the 
19 
! questions were not asked first, with the reading of the paragraph 
~~owing, but rather shorter portions were. assigned, then the 
II -- =====lt:=:r=-
11 11 i, 11 
il li il 
II 
li 
l 
r questions 
I study for 
-- a procedure similar to that followed throughout this 
the medium group. 
Jl Questionnaires 
ij Three informal questionnaires were issued: the first was 
I
ll given at the end o:f the third week, or ninth lesson, a:fter the 
il pupils had been in the three team formations -- two, three 1 and 
II five; the second was given at the end of the fifth week, or fif-
~~ teenth lesson, a:fter the pupils had been in the two- and three-
~~ pupil team grouping for six lessons, each, and in the five-pupil 
I
ll· team ~or three lessons; and the third was given soon after the 
experlment was concluded to note the lasting impressions made by 
II the study. 
p 
11 Numbers 
fl 
instead of pupils' names were used in all the ques-
/I tionnaires to encourage freedom of expression and frankness. 
q 
!questionnaires were written on specially prepared forms. 
,! 
il 
II 
II 
'I 
II 
The steps used in administering them were as follows: 
l. Purpose of questionnaire was explained. 
2. Forms were issued to pupils. 
3. Time allowed was approximately five minutes for complet-
ing the::questionnaire. 
4. Papers were collected. 
il 
!I I 
'I ll 20 IL I 
I 
I 
' III I. 
I' !l 
11 Miscellaneous.-- The directions were given on each lesson 
5. Results were recorded by the writer. ll 
l sheet, somewhat lengthy in the beginning of the study and more 
/brief at the end. Allowance was made for the ingenuity of the 
I 
! 11Pupil-Teachertt, ttLeader 11 , and "Secretary" in the matter of the 
=----ir - - - - -
I: q 
!1 
1: il 
I 
__________________________ .......... ...... 
II 
I n 
11 order of asking the questions·, and how to take charge of adm.inis-
11 
jl tering the scor~g .. 
,, I 
:A discussio.n period was to follow the conclusion of each 
lesson and any ~orthwhile suggestions made by the pupils could bel 
II 
Besides this method of pupil evaluation, it was expected of 1 
employed at this time. 
l1 the writer to maJ<:e notations of any pertinent reactions to any I 
ilphase of the graded lessons or to the pupil team arrangements, tol 
I sense the pulse .?f the experiment from day to day, and to report l 
on those finding~ which in her judgment were of particular signiff 
I 
' ,. 
II 
icance to this e~periment. 
11 il 
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ll CHAPTER IV 
lj PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
'' 'I 11 ~11 / 1: Included in the :plan of the experiment were the selection I! II 
1·
1
 and administration of test materials, the -no-nulation involved, 11 
,, J;' J;' ij' 
11 and a teaching :procedure. 1 
,, li 
I
ll Tests.-- S~lections for the initial and final oral recall II 
li tests were taken from Ocean Outposts 11 by Helen Follett. The q 
I initial recall Jll!l.terial was approximately 95 words in length, II 
I taken from :page 3, referred to as Test A-Oral Recall, and appear~ 
1! ing in the Appendix coded thus: A-OR-95-WDS. The final oral il 
I
I recall material was approximately l85 words in length, taken fro~ 
1
·,! the same book, :page 338, referred to as Test B-Oral Recall, and \! 
'I I! 
I appearing in the Appendix coded as: B-OR-l85 WDS. Unaided re- i! 
i ji 
J call ideas by the :pupils were recorded on a Check List :prepared il 
II 
Jl by the author for both Test A and Test B- Oral Recall. l1 
l Population.~- Thirty-three :pupils :participated in the ex:per~ 
1
j iment from the s~xth grade, Amesbury, Massachusetts, an inland II 
II :factory town o:f ~ little over lO, 000 population. '!'he so cia- II 
il economic status qf the group was heterogeneous, with the range II 
il .• II ~~ being :from medium-low to very high with the majority :falling in 11 
I the average, or middle-class classification. !I 
I !i I The six weeks' :period began on February 8, l956, and ended lj 
! II 
q II 
,, d 
ll/l/Helen Follett, Outposts, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, i\: 
i l942. ; 
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li, p 
/: ii jl II 
'! li 23 
r :1 =-==-=-=-=-=r~a;:~~~29~,-'~956. Vacation and days o:f:f because o:f the unusual ~~~~ 
11 winter weather made for the extended period of time. /1 
1
1111 Method of ~onducting the testing program.-- Preliminary to Jl 
.I 
li the experiment, ·a testing for the purpose of establishing the ~~~ 
I! pupils' oral rec.all ability was made with the writer as the exam-+l 
II ji 
1/ iner. The population of the group was listed in two columns on il 
I[ the blackboard, .:column A and column :B. The first three pupils II 
lr listed in col~ A were given a sheet of paper on which Test A- II 
li Oral Recall was typed. They were told to read the story through IJ 
I once. When each had finished reading, he was to hand his copy Ji 
J to the person whose name was next on the board, under column A, I! 
: I 1 and cross out his own name. The examiner was stationed in the , 
I corridor, looking into the room through a window of the closed li 
II door. As soon as a pupil finished reading the story, he would I! 
' ii ·~1 i stand up and wouid be called from the room by the examiner who II 
,l would then ask, '·'Tell me all you remember of the story you just IJ 
II ·· li 
11 read." While the pupil talked, the examiner checked off the jl 
I ideas recalled hy the pupil, unaided. As one pupil was being 11 
I
I . :,, 
tested, two others were reading the story. 
. II 
1
j When the la~t person listed under column A was tested, the 1 
lj I 
11 three Test A-Oral Recall sheets were collected by the examiner, i 
j! and replaced by three other sheets: Test B-Oral Recall. These /: 
II :1 
1
'1 !: 
1
! .. were circulated :ln the same mann.er as above to the population !I 
listed on the board under column B. 1 
I! ,: !J I! After the experiment was completed, another oral recall tesp, 
jl I' 
1! was administered with one significant difference: this time 11 
I! ' II =~~~'ll'-~~~~c-,~~~·-~~~=-~~-~~==-~~cocc· ·~~ ·~~~,,~,~=,~~·••1~~~-~~~-~= 
il II 
!! II 
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I; 11 j: i! 
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I! pupils who read Test A-Oral Recall were given Test B-Oral Recall,/1 
.I il 
i[ and vice versa.: The purpose of these final testings was to as- lj 
A / certain what gains, if any, the pupil made during the course of lj 
• I II 
1
1
1
: the experiments •· in improving his recall ability. j1 
ij 
·I I li The test for checking written recall was administered as a 
1
; 
n 'I j! group test. The significant point of difference between the ora~1 : 11 !I il and written recall tests was that Test A-Written Recall was used /i 
IJ. for all the population at the initial testing period preliminary 
1
1: 
1: I jl to the experiment; Test B-Written Recall was used as a group tes~~ 
11 for all the pupils at the final testing period at the end of the jl 
II experiment. il 
II 1' II A copy of T~st A-Written Recall was distributed to each I! 
ji pupil, face down~ This test was taken from Our World, l/ page 21 il 
II :! ji with approximately 95 words. A blank sheet of writing paper II 
11 was placed on eaCh desk. The instructions given by the adminis-~! 
1
'!
1
. trator were, 11When I say 'Go!' , turn the large paper over, read !i 
II 
I! the story once, and then set the paper at the upper right hand J,i 
I' I· 
1
1
! corner of your d~sk, face down. Take the blank sheet of writing 11 
·I ol 
1 paper and write as much of the story as you can remember. You j! 
I' ! will not be marked for spelling. GO!" There was no time limit .I 
1, !
1
1 
:,j set in either the reading or the writing of the test. 11 
Ill ll jl Test B-Wri tten Recall was administered as a group test in a 1,'!· 
II,: similar manner as. Test A-Written Recall at the end of the exper- ii . !! 
,, I' e 11 ,, 
11 1~ 1/Lewis P. Todd and Kenneth S. Cooper, World Ways, Silver Bur- il 
'
. dett Company, Chicago, 1954, P · 21. il 
I 'I 
l'l ' ' ' il ~I . L 
--- ll=====,"""·~=====::==--c=·-=,-~==--==~--=--=-'-==------====--=-==--~"'-='=-o.-=-::==c==---=jr==--,---'----==---=--= 
II il 
I( j~ 
II I· ~~ I 
i! 
,. 
,, 
I' 
·I I 
J ! ________________ _ 
li 
ll 
li 
I - _,1 I imental period. ;: This test was taken from Our World,JJ page 338 ~~~ 
! with approximately 150 words. Scoring of the written test was I 
· II 
I governed by the number of ideas recounted rather than by actual 1 
I reproduction of :words used in the story. 
I Teaching p~~cedure.-- Pupils were informed that the eXJ?eri-
11 
1
1 ment which was to be under way for the next six weeks was de- II 
I! signed to help them improve their ability to recall. The writer I 
I I i hoped to find out how they liked this new method of study, if I 
' the directions '\,ere sufficiently clear, if the daily lessons wer~ 
interesting, whi,ch pupil-team was best suited for the reading 
1 
I program, and, in· the end, if they thought that their ability to Jl 
'II I j
1 
recall was improved. I 
I These step~! were followed: I 
'I 1. Type o~ seating arrangement for the day's lesson was j 
I' I I 
.1 made k:J:iown. 
Iii ;! I 2. Announcement whether the day's choice of pupils within ji 
I II I the te~ was to be pupil- or teacher-directed. 1! 
l 3. Time was allowed for re-arrangement of desks before and II 
I after the day's lesson. I 
I 4. Teacher distributed graded lessons according to pupil jl 
abili t~es. !I 
. II 
II ! Time ailowed f~r lesson was 30 minutes. 
II 
6. The discussion period which followed was had while the 
I, 
lj -~--------= I J]Ibid.' p. 338 
I 
I 
d 
I' 
,, 
il 
il 
II li 
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pupils remained in the peculiar seating arrangement 
ll 
\i 
-=1= 
for 11 
the day': s lesson, or in their regular seating position. 
The nature of the lesson determined this. 
Each pupil received a copy of graded lessons. Only the 
11lead 11 person wa,s to look at the answers. 
the pupils folded back the answer section. 
The rest of I 
Lesson 7 in ·II 
'I the Appendix shows one interesting ·way of folding back 1
1 
!, the answers. 
I 
Pupils went about their lessons while the writer circu-~ 
lated amongst them, noticing pertinent pupil reactions, 1 
asking questions of the pupils, and making record of 
those which seemed to her to be of particular signifi-
cane e. 
' .,
I 
I, 
!i 
II 
!I 
II 
'I 
!I 
I 
II 
II 
!I j, 
I 
i 
I 
II I· 
'I J, 
II 
·~= 
II 
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CHAPTER V 
.ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data i~ this chapter was analyzed for the following 
purposes: 
Part I -- 'Improvement of Recall 
Part II - Pupil Evaluation of Materials 
* 
Part III- Teacher Evaluation of Materials 
Part I -- Improvement of Recall 
Table 3 s4ows the results of the preliminary tests in oral li 
recall as comp~red with the final tests. The mean score of the 
initial test was 12.70, that of the final test was 15.39, with a: 
.. , 
mean difference in oral recall of ideas of 2.69. The critical 
ratio of 1.61 shows this difference is not of statistical signif~ 
Table 3. Gains in Oral Recall - Experimental Group 
Mean S.E. S.D. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
O .. R. M. M-M Diff. 
l 2 
(l) ( 2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) (6) (7) 
Initial scores 12.70 1.15 6.59 2.69 1.67 1.61 
Final scores 15.39 1.21 6.93 
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'I !; 
~ j Table 4 shows the result of the preliminary tests in written;! 
H ,. 
::recall as 
ii ' ;I 
compared with the final tests in written recall at the' 
t: 
!i conclusion of the experiment. The mean score of the initial 
!: 
; ~ 
iiwritten test was 9.67, that of the final score was 13 .. 03, with a.: 
·I !• ll ....... i• 
i! mean difference in written recall of ideas of 3.36. The criticaJJi !J ~~ ,, 
!jratio of 2.82 i~ of statistical significance. 
il 
,, 
!; 
Gains in Written Recall -Experimental Group lj Table 4. 
i,l ================================================== ,',! 
I 
C.R. Mean S.E. S.D. Diff. S.E. 
O.R. M .. M-M Diff. 
II l 2 
~----~(~l~)----~--~~--~~----~----~~----~----~(~7~) ( 2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) (6) 
,I 
j! Initial scores 9.67 .8.0 4.58 3.36 1.19 2.82 
13.03 .88 5.05 11 Final Scores 
I 'li 
11 Part' II -- Pupil Evaluation of Materials 
1 
,, Three weeks after the experiment was introduced, a questionl 
I naire was administered to the population in an effort to evaluate! 
I the pupil react ton to the study. Nine lessons had been conducteJ 
I three lessons each, utilizing a two-pupil team, a three-pupil 'I 
I, I, l 1:·1 1 team, and a fiv~-pupil team. . 
!I I' I! --
;) 
i Table 5. Questionnaire Number 1 
-,i 
===================================== 
··1. Did you enjoy today's lesson? 
(concluded on next page) 
Yes 18 
No 15 
--:::-~--:::- .-::.------- -•... -. .. 
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Table 5. (cont~nued) 
I 
I I 2. 
II 
1 3e 
5. 
I 6 .. ., 
7. 
Did you pre~er the 2-pupil team? 
Did you prefer the 3-pupil team? 
Did you prefer the 5-pupil team? 
Was the lesson too long? 
Was the lesson too short? 
Was the lesson just right? 
Would you rather have the questions befo're reading 
from the t~xt? 
after reading from the text? 
' Would you prefer to read l paragraph at a time? 
- 2 paragrap~s at a time? 
a section a.t a time? 
Did you prefer the old way of studying? 
Did you pre~er the new way of studying? 
lO 
l6 
6 
3 
l2 
18 
22 
ll 
18 
10 
5 
lO 
22 
Did you firid today's questions too hard? 8 1 
Did you find today' s. questions. too easy? 6 I 
Did you f:!hnd today' s questions just right? l9 l,l 
What did yq~ like about today's group? 
What didn'~· you like about today' s group? j, 
Any suggestions or remarks? II 
1--------------------~--------------------1 
The following is a summary of comments noted: 
l. 
2. 
About one-half of the pupils enjoyed working with 
5-pupil team; the other half didn't. 
3-pupil team prefer·ence was first choice 
2-pupil team preference was second choice 
5-pupil team preference was third choice. 
Length 'of lesson was just right. 
today' 
Questions before reading of assignment were favored by 
two-thirds of the class; questions after reading from 
text were favored by one-third. 
I 
'I 
II 
l 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
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5. l paragraph was preferred by 18 pupils 1 
=====.'t==--=-=-=-==--i-~K~~~~~;~t=~tfm~i~!=~!~~~~~~~-~l~upi-l-~=-======-=-#=1 =·=-=--------~ 
I! 
I ~ 
Jl 
I 
I 
I' 
Ten ··boys and. eight girls were in favor of this day's lesson 
i 
with eleven boy~ and. four girls dissenting. Seven boys 
i 
girls were in f~vor of the 11 2-pupil team11 ; ten boys and. 
were in favor of the "3-pupil team"; and. three boys and. 
gj,rls were in favor of the "5-pupil team". Eleven boys 
and. three. 
six girls! 
three I 
and. seve~ 
I 
girls checked. "just right", regarding the length of the lesson; 
while eight boys and. four girls checked. "too short 11 and. only ,, 
three boys checked. "too long"~ Thirteen boys 
;! 
ferred. 111 paragraph at a time"; 11 2 paragraphs 
a tie score of five from both boys and. girls. 
and. five girls prel 
at a time" receive~ 
Three boys and two! 
I girls preferred' "a section at a time" ... Fifteen boys and. seven 
''girls preferred. to have the 11 questions before reading from the 
1! 
text"; six boysand. five girls preferred to have the questions 
"after reading from' the text 11 • A tie-score of four points each 
was the vote from the boys and. girls in answer to "Were today's 
questions too h~rd.H? Five boys and. one girl thought they were 
i: 
"too easy", and. twelve boys and. seven girls thought the lessons 
were ~'just right". The "old way 11 of studying was preferred. by 
five boys and. five girls, while the "new way 11 was preferred by 
fifteen boys and. seven girls. 
Some of the significant remarks from the pupils were: 
Boys (low ability group).-- "I like it because it is fun". 
"I like it because it is oral". "We work quicker this way". 
I Boys (medium ability group).-- "New way is more interesting"!· 
"I didn't like it because our 'Secretary' was too bossy". 
~l~~ =w=a=s=l=· n= .. =a=v=e==r=y=t=al=-=-=k-=a=-t=-l-·=v-=-e=g=-r=oup. I di d.n' t like it 11 • I 'I J 
I' 11 
il 
II 
!I 1. 
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I 
Girls (low: ability group).-- tti like it because we don't 
have to write".: I like studying with someone 11 • 11 I don't like 
·this way becaus~ we change too much. I like to get used to 
things 11 • 
Girls (med:ium ability group).-- "I like the new way. You 
learn more and help others 11 • 
Girls (high ability group).-- "I feel happier studying this 
way 11 • 
ll 
II 
A second questionnaire followed the first one in an effort 
to compare this· evaluation with the first one. By this time, th 
2-pupil and 3-pupil teams had each gone through a second week, I 
only the 5-pupil team had one week of lessons. 
I· 
Table 6. Quest~onnaire Number 2 
'· l. Did you enj'oy today' s lesson? 
2. Did you prefer the 2-pupil team? 
Did you pre;:fer the 3-pupil team? 
Did you pre;fer the 5-pupil team? 
3. Was the lesson too long? 
Was the lesson too short? 
Was the lesson just right? 
', 
Yes 
No 
Would you rather have the questions before reading 
from the text? 
after readi~g from the text? 
Would you prefer to read 
l paragraph at a time? 
2 paragraphs at a time? 
a section at a time? 
I 6. ~~~ you prefer the old way of studying? you prefer the new way of studying? 
28 
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lO 
2l 
0 
0 
7 
24 
20 
l2 
22 
8 
3 
l 
32 
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j__ ________ ( cg:r:;LC~uded on next page) 
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Table 6. (continued) 
7. 
8. 
g. 
I 
ilO. 
I 
I 
I 
Did you fin~ today's questions too hard? 
Did you fin'~ today' s questions too easy? 
Did ~ou find today's questions just right? 
What did you like about today's group? 
What didn't:you like about today's group? 
Any suggestions or remarks? 
The follow~ng summarizes the comments checked: 
l. All liked the lessons 
2. Better comprehension 
3. One complained of too long answers 
4. 3-pupil team preference is first choice 
2-pupil:, team preference is second choice 
l 
7 
25 
5. Questiohs before reading of assignment received 20 votes 
Questions after reading of assignment received 12 votes 
6. 1 paragraph was preferred by 22 pupils 
2 parag~aphs were preferred by 8 pupils J 
a section at a time was preferred by 3 pupils. 
Seventeen boys and eleven girls enjoyed this day's lesson a 
against four boys who didn't. Seven boys and three girls pre-
! ferred the 11 2-pupil team11 ; twelve boys and nine girls preferred 
the 11 3-pupil team11 , with no one voting for the 11 5-pupil team". 
No one felt the lesson was "too long"; five boys and two girls 
thought it was "too short", and fourteen boys and ten girls 
e thought it was II just right". Fifteen boys and five girls pre-
lferred 11 the questions before reading from the text", with "ques-
1 
i 
I 
il 
L 
Fourtee:j:l boys and eight girls preferred 11 1 paragraph at II vote..-. 
IJ a time", boys ahd girls ti.ed with a score of four for 11 2 para-
~~ 
1,, graphs at a time 11 , and only three boys preferred "a section at a 
time." One girl preferred the 11 old way 11 of studying with twenty-
~~ one boys and eleven girls preferring the "new way". One boy 
found the 
them 11 too I, . -
J right". 
questions "too hard", five boys and two girls found II 
easy 11 .' and fifteen boys and ten girls found them "just.
1
11 
of th~ significant remarks made at this time were: 
I 
Some 
Boys (low ability group).-- "It helps me to understand the 
lesson better". "The questions are easiern. 
Boys (medium ability group).-- "I like the 3-pupil team 
I 
lj better, less noise" .. 
Ji Boys (high ability group).-- "I learn and have fun, too". 
"Answers are too long" .. 
I· 
\I 
I 
11You can understand more this way". 
! 
,, 
Girls (lovi ability group).-- 11 I like it because it is fun. 
I I remember easier". "I understand what I read better,now. I 
!; 
i! 
couldn't before''· ''It's fun. We all liked the lessons". "I I 
get more out of' it because I can look in the book for the answer~;" 
Girls (high ability group) .-- tti like it"! "I like this I 
I j because we are ilearning new ways of studying". I 
,
1
, Soon after the experiment was completed, another question- II 
naire was submitted to the population in order to recall the II 
I over-all reacti.ons now that. the participants were somewhat re- I 
moved from the subject content and the influence of the pupil 
team grouping. 
I 
I 
==il It 
II 
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========JI\============================================================~====== '~,I \!Table 7. Questionnaire Number 3 
.e 
I! 
II=========:::::::::::::================================ I 
1l. Which of the following did you prefer? lst 2nd 3rd 
I 
I 
II 
II d 
'I !; 
2. 
6. 
choice choice choice 
2-pupil team 34 15 
3-pupil team 32 ll 
5-pupil team 2 
In the 2-pu:P,il team., did you prefer: 1st 
choice 
a. oral work 60 
be written work 4 
c. to choos$ your partner same higher lower 
2nd 
choice 
3 
24 
1 
2 
l 
9 
on the basis of: -..:::a:.:::b-?i'=l=i'-=t.Ly~a:...:b:.::::i:.:;:l~i:-:t:...~Y---::a::.:b~i::::l:..:::i~t:..Jy"----=f::...:r:....:i:::..;e::::n:=.:d?s~hi=· p~ 
19 10 19 
,. 
In the 3-pupil team, state your 
preference for: 
a. written work 
b~ oral work 
c~ all girl team 
d. all boy team 
e.: mixed team 
I f• Whom did you prefer 
lst 
choice 
8 
50 
18 
28 
6 
2nd 
choice 
18 
6 
l 
l 
2 
3rd 
choice 
l 
as Secxetary? Smartest boy or girl. 
2-pupil 3-pupil 5-pupil 
team team team 
16 17 
I 
I In which te~ did you stu~y more? 
In which teqm did you fool more? 5 8 20 I 
Did you prefer reading the questions before reading the text?'!l 
·, 11 'I 
Did you pre~er reading the questions after readingthe test? !1 
16 ,, 
Did you prefer reading the questions with your books kept I 
open while you found the answers? 10 'I 
If we ·were to divide all the lessons studfed into~hree partsll 
show your pieference: ch~f~e ch~~~e ch~i~e II 
first third 32 8 5 
middle third 14 16 3 
last third 18 ,-/7 6t 
i! 
II 
1 
~I In Table 7, whenever a first, second, and third choice was I 
. jl indicated, a weighting of two, one, and one-half points, respect ..... , 
II 
I 
r 
I, 
IJ 
ively, was used in the scoring of that question. A summary of · 
the questionnaire follows: 
1. New way of study preferred 
2. 2-pupiJ) team preferred - first choice 
3-pupil: team preferred - second choice 
5-pupi~: team a low third choice. 
\ 
3· Oral work preferred to written work ; 
4- 19 pupils preferred to choose a partner 
ability.: 
l9·pupils preferred to choose a partner 
on basis of same 
on basis of I 
I friendship 
10 pupi~s preferred to choose a partner on basis of highJ 
er abil~ty 
5· Boys generally preferred to work with boys, and girls 
with girls on the whole. 
,. 
6. Smartes,t boy or girl was preferred as "Secretary". 
7- 16 pupiis studied more in the 2-pupil team 
18 pupils studied more in the 3-pupil team 
8. 6 pupils "fooled" more in the 2-pupil team 
8 pupils "fooled 11 more in the 3-pupil team 
20 pupils "fooled 11 more in the 5-pupil team 
9. ll pupils preferred the questions before reading text 
16 pupils preferred the questions after reading text 
10 pupils preferred reading questions with books open 
while the answer was found 
10. Order of preference of types of questions used in the 
experiment: 
First-third (detailed questions) 
Middle-third (general questions) 
Last-third (unaided recall questions). 
I 
I 
II 
II ===~/Table 8. ,, Comparison of Questionnaires Number l and Number 2 
e Mter 9 After 15 lessons lessons 
Did you enjoy today's lesson? 
Yes 18 28 
No 15 4 
Did you prefer 2-pupil team? 10 10 
B-pupil team? 16 21 
[)-pupil team? 6 0 
Was the lesson _;too long? 3 0 
Was the lesson too short? 12 7 
Was the lesson bust right? 18 24 Questions before reading text? 22 20 
Questions after; reading text? 11 12 
ill paragraph at :a time 18 22 
'I I 2 paragraphs at, a time 10 8 !I A section at a time 5 3 
II 1 Old way of studying lO l I New way of studying 22 32 I. Questions too hard 8 l II 
11 Questions too e~sy 6 7 
· Questions just ,right 19 25 I 
Comparison and interpretation of questionnaires Number 1 
and Number 2.-~ In comparing the first two questionnaires, we 
II 
note some differences~ The pupils enjoyed Lesson 15 more than • 
The writer feels that the increase in popu- I they did Lesson: 9. 
lari ty was largely, if not entirely, due to the 11 3-pupil team" 
grouping. 
i
1 
Pupil preference stayed at ten for the"2-pupil team" with 1 
I, II 
- I an increase of five votes; and changed from a six vote in the ''51 
w pupil team" to zero. The author's opinion is that the lesson of I 
36 
the day attracts some pupils to itself. j 
Voting on whether the questions wer.e preferred "before read~~ 
=---·=== -i:ng=from,:'t/he=t-ext-!!:=ol?·-1'=a:f:~,e:Fuha-:PdJ:y=·-c:haE:g:ed"f=·ma:L-r.rta:t.n::i:--n:-g=:a==twe=-="{~=-=..:;:.:...-==-'7'-
.· I 
I 
I' II_' ·I t li 
II 
II 
I 
I
I to-one preference for questions "before reading from the text. 11 
There was a change in the paragraph preferences, with 11 1 para-
! graph at a time" scoring eighteen at first, then twenty-two 
e ' 
I 
I, 
later, a gain of four votes; .(!2 paragraphs at a time" received 
ten votes at fi;rst, and eight votes later, a loss of two votes; 
"a section at a.· time" received five votes at first and three 
votes on the second questionnaire, a loss of two votes. 
., 
"Do you p:ri~fer the old way of studying" received ten votes ,, 
at first and one vote later, a loss of nine votes. The "new way'!' 
i 
:, 
picked up ten votes from a score of thirty-two out of thirty-
three. It is b,~lieved that the dissatisfaction within the teams I 
II I 
11 of the 11 5-pupil: team" grouping at the time the first question- I 
rl naire was administered was the cause for this indicative change. I 
1
1
1 The second questionnaire was given at the end of a 11 3-pupil team' 
lesson. Appare~tly, harmonious relationships prevailed here. 
I The questi9ns appeared "too hard" to eight at first, then 
to one at the time of the second questionnaire; six found them 
I 
/I 
"too easy" at first, and seven later; nineteen felt the question$ 
I 
wayj 
I 
were "just right" at first with twenty-six feeling that same 
I later. 
I 
j 
I 
Written lessons.-- In order to enable the pupils to evaluat~ 
Ill' the oral nature: of this experiment through comparison, three les~ 
I ::::ew:::s:::~::d8~::i:::t::::, ~he comments regarding these I 
I. 1. 
2. 
Majority of the class preferred oral exchange of ques- I 
questions and answers to written answers. 
II Poor s~ellers definitely preferred oral discussion. JL 
===·==iF=====--====·· 
II 
II 
I' 
II 
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I 
High apility group preferred to write the answers. 
(Average of five pupils per written lesson) 
'I 
After having seen the pupil reaction to the three question-
/ naires submi tte~ to them throughout the course of the experiment ,I 
I· it is interesting to note an observation made at the initial l1 
llj phase of the experiment directly after the first lesson which s wal I a 2-pupil arr~ement. The pupils declared that they were de- I 
1 lighted with the new method, partners, on the whole, were congen1 
' .• I 
ial, but the qu~stions were rated ·as "too short". Two boys in I 
the low ability group ~aid that they both had a chance to ask II 
questions and that they liked this new way because they could I 
look back for the answers. In the medium ability group two boys II 
said: "I liked': it because it is in small doses 11 , and "It gave I 
I jl me the privilege to work with another pupil''. Responses from thj 
II girls were, in 'jihe low ability group, "It gives you the answer". 
I rtit is better than working alone" ;from the medium ability group, 
I 11It gave me a chance to remember and to see if my neighbor did, 
I ·~ 
too 11 • Perhaps ~ t was more than unfair to make an observation on 
1 
the first day of the experiment and at a time when the pupils 
I ;i 
I
I were devoid of comparisons, nevertheless, it is noteworthy to 
I : ,I 
II 
observe how the pupils can inadvertently present a criticism of I 
j1 the traditional techniques utilized in the classroom, and at thej 
11 I I same time, present a pattern of thought that seems to be the jl 
1
11
, theme throughout the experiment. ~~~ 
Summary of Pupil Evaluation of Materials I 
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';L Sub,.....;tted to the· I, =======~ Answ~*JL_fr9~ the_th~e~~~estio~aires -~ I -----:~ === -===:::;;!!===== 
!l li 
II I' 
il t! 
!! il 
\i 
II __ _ __ _ 
II 
II 
Jl pupils can be summarized as follows: 
11 l. Pupil ~valuation of graded lessons for pupil study teams 
I 
I
I 2. ;::c:::::: :::::::a::::~y was preferred above writing 
the answers. 
I 
I 
I 
3. Pupils preferred the 3-pupil teams the best. 
4· The 5-pupil teams were not as successful as the other 
two. 
5. Pupils felt the lessons were "just right", with "too 
short":lessons a close second. 
6. Pupils:preferred to choose a team-mate equally on the 
basis of same ability as on the basis of friendship. 
No one'! voted for a team-mate on the basis of lower 
ability. 
7. Smartest boy or girl was desired as "Secretary". 
8. Girls preferred to work with girls and boys with boys 
for the most part. 
I While it is recognized that one's own ratings of materials 
11 and methods one>. has designed are very subjective and may have a 
.I large element of bias, it seems important to report the follow- I 
1 ing observation~: r 
Part III -- Teacher Evaluation of the Materials 
Pupil-teams evaluated by the writer.-- The pupil-team group~ 
II 
ing was relatively new to the pupils and its appeal was enthu- jj 
siastic. As revealed through the written questionnaires and 
through oral responses at various times, out of thirty-three 
pupils who participated in the experiment, only two disliked the 
new approach. All two were boys: one was from the medium abil-
ity group who is usually slow in all his work, and who generally 
gets his work d9ne accurately as far as he goes; the other, also 
-=-==#=11 =·--=--==;;=--=-== 
!i 
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11 
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,, 
like-~ ~~in the medium apility group, is very quiet, and does not 
1 mix with others. and generally prefers to do his work alone. II 
It was noted that the girJ-s adapted themselves better than 
J the boys in group arrangements which were teacher-directed. In 
I such a group-make-up, 
while the girls', would 
the boys would indulge in fooling around, 
adjust themselves and get at their lesson. 
I 
I 
1 
On the occ~sions when pupils chose their own team-mates, the! 
I girls were more,, emotionally upset than the boys if the pupil of I 
·their choice wa$ situated in a group other than theirs. One gir11 
in particular, J<as in the low ability group and she became most I 
I 
emotionally disturbed during several lessons because her friends ~ 
.
1 
were in the highest ability group. She took it as a personal 
insult, and she': sulked for the rest of the day. The times she 
was the happiest were when the 5-pupil team group was formed and 
I she-found herself chosen and working together with her high abiljl 
1
1
1 i ty friends. · 
J This personality factor is one that makes paired pupil-team 
1 
I work a success one day and not so promising the next. Harmoniou 1 
I ' ,I 
j personal relati9nships are of the essence; however, absences, in-~ 
I jured feelings, j imagined slights, carele~s remarks of pUJ?ils, to I 
'mention a few, are the variables that can throw any well-balanced] 
lesson off-center. Disturbed home relations can enter in and 
! become a contributing factor; it was so discovered to be the ·casei'l! 
1 in our problem girl of the previous paragraph. I· 
I The balance wheel of any type of classroom is the well-ad-
40 
. 11 justed child. In the paired pupil-team arrangement of this ex- l 
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11 periment, the pupils are in a more informal and less restrained 
I 
I situation than in the traditional classroom, and the inhibitions 
which ordinarily hold one's emotions in check are suddenly let 
loose. When emotional blocks or frustrations enter into this 
,newer type of classroom-grouping, the emotionally disturbed chil 
I 
becomes more distressed. The writer can see 
ion or solution,to this unpleasant situation 
is never a cons~ant; he is always a variable 
plex factors which affect him emotionally. 
no possible suggest~ 
as the individual j 
due to the many com 
Pupil-preference for pupil-teams indicated that the 3-pupil 
teams were the most popular, with the 2-pupil teams as second ,, 
choice. By asking questions of the pupils during the different 
lessons, the author feels that the reasons for this popularity 
were due to (l) ,the freedom in the way the rrLeaderN conducted and 
I scored the lessqns which allowed for ingenuity on his part, (2) 
I the comp eti ti ve \;spirit between the two pupils within the 3-pupil 1 
,, team was a heal~hy one; and (3) there was more of a "group" f'eel~ 
l1 ing in the 3-pupil team than in the 2-pupil team, or. in the 
1
! li ' li larger group of :the 5-pupil team. 
Iii II 
I 
It would seem that the appeal of the 2-pupil team was due 
to the fact that each pupil participated more actively than in 
any other grouping. This team was quieter because of their fewe~l 
I 
numbers. One b~ight girl in the high ability group preferred th~~ 
2-pupil teams, :f'or then she could be a "pupil~teacher" more oft,. 
, One boy preferr~d such teams the most as he and his pal worked t 
I I 
I .! 
l1 h 
i' 
1
1 experiment as much as did the others. The reasons given by the 
I pupils themselves were: 
l. Too many in the group. 
I 
I 
I 
2. The group was too noisy. 
3. It took longer,for each pupil to get his "turn". 
5: 
6. 
Each pupil did not get a chance to answer as many ques- 1 
tions as he would like. 
Tendency to talk more. 
Tendency to "fool around" more .. 
I In the writer's opinion, formed through observation in the 
I practice of thi~ group, this 5-pupil team is best suited for the 
following: . 
I 
l. Review~type of questions. 
i 
2 • .Acting,out the answers. 
3. Pictor~al contests. 
We have stated in the purpose of the experiment that a multiple 
of "teacher-pup;il'' situations, in which each pupil participated 
in the lesson rather than waiting idly for his turn to come as I 
1 
in the conventional technique, would tend to produce a happier ~~ 
I' environment and: one in which the improving o;f the important skill 
,I 
' of oral recall could be made more effective. The pupil prefer-
ences indicated above seem to be in agreement with our purpose. 
Graded Lessons Evaluated by the Writer I ~ 
The graded lessons apparently met with success with each I 
==1r=~- -
11 pupil put it. 
II 
The medium group enjoyed the lessons 
I 
~~~~=:Jt~~ 
but the writ-
43 
j er felt that th'e difficulty could have been increased to that of 
general questions somewhat before Lesson 16. The high ability 
group was satisfied with the challenge presented by the unaided 
', 
I recall type of questions from Lessons 7 through 18. Whenever thJI 
I pupil-team choibe was made on the basis of friendship and there 
was a difference in abilities within the pupil-teams, then the 
author had to decide whether to distribute a graded lesson of a 
., 
lower difficulty or one of a higher difficulty. When one of 
I lower difficulty was given, the lesson was not as challenging as 
II it would have been had each pupil in the 3- or 5-pupil team been 
I grouped in the i:-ange for which that lesson was prepared. In 
other words, the graded lessons have set bounds and unless all 
the factors which entered into the design are carried out, the 
,, 
maximum benefit$ will not ensue. 
Other Features Connected with the Graded Lessons 
The scoring feature of this experiment was carried out quit~ 
1 conscientiously:, by the pupils despite the fact that it was not II 
'I I given any value:in the statistical side of the experiment. Nev-Il 
1 
ertheless, the ~riter believes it was an important aid to the I 
I! success of the lessons. II 
I' 
I There were three lessons which were not designed for oral 
discussion, namely Lessons 2, 7, and 13. The only reason they I 
I were included in this study was that the pupils may have a bette~ 
I means of evaluating the oral nature of this experiment thro~h l_ =-=-~=-='-r~-=-==--=--=-=-:c=-.=-''-'-7"~:o=:;_==.:::==-::-c-=c=-:::=--::c=--=---c:_-_==--=.;::_-=--"===-=--=--=-'-~''-"''=-=-"'-=-o"-.~"=~=:o---:.=..c=,ll-=--=-- ~ -=:- c· 
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II ' I comparison. As one would expect, the poorer spellers voted 
1: 
IJagainst this type of lesson. The brighter pupils enjoyed writin 
I 
I out the answers·~ I 
I 
I· 
I 
'I 
l1 
II 
I' 
! 
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II CHAPTER VI 
I SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
,I 
Ill The essential task in this study was the preparation and 
I informal evaluation of study guides designed for use with pupil 
I 
Eighteen l~ssons, graded into three levels of ability -- I 
II 
I 
teams. 
low, medium, and high -- making a total of fifty-four lessons 
were developed from the social studies textbook, Our American l 
I Neighbors.l/ Lessons l through 6 were designed on the lower levJ~ 
I of recall abili ry' that of detailed C[Uestions with aided recall. II! 
Lessons 7 through 15, in the low and medium ability groups, were I 
l i 
designed with a;higher level of recall ability, general questionJ 
I 
with multiple ~swers. Lessons 7 through 18 for the high abilit~ 
I[ group and Lesso~s l6 through lB for the low and medium ability l1 ,, 
groups were designed on the highest level of recall, that of un- 1 
I I aided recall qu~stions. The pupils were paired in groups of two,j 
1
'1 three, and five as they worked on their graded study lessons. I 
I The method of teaching advocated in this experiment (of I 
,, I 
breaking up the,:classroom into a multiple pupil-teacher situation, 
as contrasted by the traditional classroom technictue of the tea~L 
er asking one q~estion with one pupil answering while the others j 
ar~ waiting for'their turn) is to provide many children with an i 
!: 
!'I J/M eyer, Gray, H,anco ck, op • cit • I ~~-9~=~===~=~===~~=~~-~=~=~=~~~,~~~-= 
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11 
•I 
II 
I . I 
,, opportun1 ty to participate in the lesson simultaneously. Direc-~ 
ltions told how the pupils were to proceed. The assignment was I 
jread silently ~d the paired pupils answered orally the question~ 
I' I 
I 
I asked. Pupils' responses were scored but no attention was given' 
I in this study to these scores .. 
I The thirty;:three pupils involved in this study were from th~ 
I 
sixth grade of ~esbury, Massachusetts, a heterogeneous group, I 
)
, the majority of·whom fall into the average socio-economic pattern 
11 
of society. ! 
11 The graded lessons covered a period of six weeks 1 study, 
1 three times a week, of thirty minutes a lesson taken from the 
I . -
1, social studies fime. The lessons were used in connection with 
li the aforementiohed social studies textbook, covering pages l43-
', .. jl ' 
-, 
Preliminary tests were given to establish the oral recall 
,, 
,! l68. 
I 
I ability before ~he experiment, and after the conclusion of the 1
1 j! experiment finai unaided oral recall tests were made to see I I , ,, 
j whether there w$re any gains in this ability. Initial and final lj 
II written recall ~ests were given to the group to show growth. I 
1
1
1 Questionnaires were distributed to the pupils to record 
! their evaluation of the study. This experiment is primarily one I 
I of constructing the materials and of making an informal evalua- I 
I tion of the study more than in trying to discover statistical 11 
i gains. I 
. I 
46 
i Summary of Findings and Conclusions !1 
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graded' study lessons through paired study teams. produce~ 
a gain in oral recall of ideas o:!= 2 .. 69, with a critical II 
ratio of l.6l. This is not statistically significant. 1 
The small number of cases made it difficult to obtain ~~ 
figures large enough to have a statistical meaning; als~, 
I' 
since :there was no control group available, the gains :l 
shown have no statistical value. I 
2. Despite the fact that there were only three lessons in 
writteh recall, continued practice in oral recall abil- 1 
ity by.'means of graded study lessons through paired 
study teams produced as well a gain in written recall I 
This ~~ of ideas of 3.36, with a critical ratio of 2.82. 
is of ~statistical significance. 
I 
The most popular choice of pupil-team grouping as util-I 
ized ih this experiment was the 3-pupil team, with the j 
2-pupi~ team a second choice. I 
The majority of the pupils preferred the oral exchange I 
of questions and answers to putting their answers in 
writing. 
5. Two-thirds of the pupils preferred to have the questions 
I 
before reading the assignment from the textbooks; one- 11 
third preferred to have the QUestions after reading the II 
. II 
J assignment ~rom the textbooks; however, in the questioni 
''I!I I naire submitted shortly after the experiment was con-  
I i' II 
j cluded1~ the preference changed to about one-half of the !I 
47 
I pupils preferring the g_uestions after the reading of 'I 
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I 
L 
II 
II 
., 
I 
I 
I 
II I• 
II 
.I 
6. 
8. 
g. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
q 
!I 
II 
II More than one-half of the pupils preferred to choose a II 
partner on the basis of same ability, and on friendshipj 
one-third preferred the choice to be made on the basis I 
of higher ability; no one preferred a partner on the 
basis of lower ability. 
More than one-half of the pupils stated that they did 
I 
I 
more studying in the 3-pupil team than in the 2-pupil 
team; while the 2-pupil teams ran a close second. 
About ;two-thirds of the pupils stated that they 
arounaJ more· in the 5-pupil teams than in the 3-
pupil teams. 
11 fooledl 
or Gl- ,. 
The majority of the pupils preferred to read 1 para- I 
graph at a time; about one-third preferred to read 2 
paragraphs at a time; and about one-seventh preferred a, 
' I 
I section at a time. 
About two-thirds of the pupils thought the questions II 
were 11 ;just right"; about one-sixth thought the question~ 
were ":~oo easy", and another one-sixth thought the ques4 
tions ·~ere "too hard11 • 
The smprtest boy or girl was preferred to serve as 
"Secretary" of the pupil-teams. 
About 'one-half of the pupils showed a preference for 
the first-third of the graded study lessons, or the 
detail_ed questions. 
I· 
I 
1 
I' 
II 
Over t~o-thirds of the pupils preferred the new way of I 
48 
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I 
the fact that each pupil actively participated in the 
lesson;, the appeal of the 3-pupil team lay in the fact 
that there was more competition in this group, and that 1 ,, 
Iii there *as more of a group feeling in this arrangement; 
I I 
the ap~eal of the 5-pupil team lay in the fact that thisj 
il 
I' The 5-pupil team w~s noisier because of the larger num- I 
answers;· and for drawing contests. 
groupi4g was good for review work, for acting out of 
2. 
ber of pupils in the team. 
3· The seating arrangement was best fulfilled when the ·II 
group ~ormation was teacher-directed, as pupil-direction 
often Brought in choic.es on the basis of friendship not I 
on lik~ abilities; thus, the purpose of design in devel-1 
oping graded lessons was negated. 
Graded lessons.--
II 
!I 
II 
1. .All pupil team grouping to be successful with the graded(! 
, I 
\1 lessons as herein developeo. must be arranged according lj 
49 
11 to like abilities within the low, medium, and high lev- II 
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2. Oral discussion of questions and answers was conducive 
to the popularity and success of the graded lessons. 
). Graded lessons developed in silent reading assignments 
4-
1. 
with oral questions were definitely dependent upon pu- I 
pil-team grouping for their enjoyable success. I 
Success .. of the experiment was largely dependent upon thl 
. . i 
personality factors of pupils more than on graded les- !1 
I 
I 
'Suggestions for Further Research j 
Graded: lessons for pupil study teams to be conducted in 1! 
sons or pupil team arrangement. 
the beginning of the school year in order to compare I 
results with those conducted in the third quarter. 
2. Graded;! lessons for 'pupil study teams to be conducted I 
with a·. larger population in the experimental group, alsJ. ;· I 
I with several grades, and the same questionnaires to be i 
using a control group of comparable size. 
Graded lessons for pupil study teams to be conducted 
I 
administered to the several grades in order to compare ! 
grade :reactions. · I 
4. Two pr~liminary testings to be conducted to establish !
1 
oral recall ability and two final testings to check for II 
gains. The purpose of two testings is to lower emotion1
1
, 
al disturbances at times of testing. 
,I I 
,, . I 
\1 I 
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~~ TEST A - ORAL RECALL '1 
ll li li It was Balboa, the Spanish explorer, who was the first . 
li 
\j European to look upon the Pacific. This luck would not have .j 
II been his if the sher:if:f o:f his town hadn't been about to throw II 
I! him into prison because of bad debts. To avoid this disgrace, II 
jill II Balboa hid himself in a cask of food that was sent from his own 11 
I' ,I farm to a waiting ship about to sail forth on a new expedition 
of discovery. The expedition, however, broke up at Darien ! 
(Banama), and in a revengeful state of mind, the leader, Encisco~ 
went back to Spain. This le:ft the stowaway, Balboa, in command. II 
i' 
tl 
II 
II 
'I 
'I I, 
li 
II 
ll I· 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I, 
I' 
II I, 
Through his kindness and courtesy, he won the friendship 
of the natives, one of whom induced Balboa to climb the 
tains and see for himself the great ocean that extended 
A-OR-l38-WDS 
; 
of many! 
l 
moun- II 
westward. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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II TEST B - Oral Recall 
Rabaul was a neat, orderly little town. It had a main I· jl 
!I street bordered with small wooden one-story houses, some plastered 
r1 I' 
J1ones, a few business stores, and a· two-story hotel with wide 11 
II 
!!verandahs -- a good deal like a pioneer town in. our middlewest. 
II ~~Then the main street straggled off into the country with its 
llfamiliar native huts. Along the shore line also were clusters 
1
1 I 
ijof native huts kept neat and tidy under the eye of the German I II I 
jladministrator. Nowhere could you have seen a prettier little I 
II ,'j 
'
.tropical town than Rabaul and its lovely harbor with a beautiful 
j: i volcanic island at its entrance. I! 
11 
'll 11 .After World War II, Rabaul changed hands from a German to a 
•' tl jjBri tish administrator, along with all the German holdings south II 
l!of the equator. Rabaul became the capital of the British part of,
1
i 
· lithe nearby island of New Guinea, the part called on the map Papua~ 
1
'1 ' 
1 Then, suddenly, in 1937, the volcanic island in the harbor I 
'I I 
11
1 
of Rabaul blew its head off. The town was destroyed; everything I 
i I II ' l!for miles around was covered with inches of ash; the harbor was I 
!!cluttered up with debris. II 
1
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!1 TEST A - Written Recall il 
II The Summer;Lans planned their cities carefully be:fore they li 
II
. built them. In the center of the city was the temple, the larg-11 
l_j1 est and most j!\,·1 _- important building. Around it were the workshops 
lj and homes of the people. I ., 
·
1
. The temple, built in honor of the god of the city, rose I 
II I j high above all the buildings. This temple contained an image of 11 
II their god, and here the priest led the people in worshipping himJI 
11 The Sumrner;Lans built their cities o:f the one thing which 11 
I 
was plentiful in their valley, mud. They made bricks of clay ,, 
. I! 
'I mud and dried them in the hot sun. !! 
I li 
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1! TEST B - Written Recall rl 
,I '!'he British liner, Lusitania, was one of the finest ships ~~·~I 
d afloat. It was truly a "floating hotel, 11 as its owners proudly 
II advertised. Early on the afternoon of May 7, 1915, this great 
II 
ship was nearing the end of its journey from New York to B ·t . !I rl aln•JI 
I 
Some of the passengers, having finished their lunch in the 1! 
'I I large dining 
i 
lj 
II 
room, had gathered on deck and were gazing idly ove~ 
II II the sea. Suddenly one of them jumped up and shouted, "Look, 
I there's a torpedo! 11 
I 
The others looked out on the green water 
just in time to see the deadly explosive rushing straight for 
In another moment it had struck. 
It II the L:::t::::·:~::::~d under the force of the explosion. 
·I 
IJ was leaning so far that the life boats on one side could not be 
I! lowered into the water. Many people had no way of escape. 
'I Eighteen minutes after the torpedo struck, the Lusitania went 
I 
I down. 
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NArviE~ 
DATEg 
____ Balboa 
________ spanish explorer 
_____ first European 
------~to look upon Pa9ific 
Luck would not have been 
__ his.~~ if sheriff' of his 
town hadnvt been 
- --a bout to throw him into 
---_Jrison because of bad 
debts., 
---.To avoid disgrace 
Balboa hid himself 
--------in a cask of food 
_____ sent .from his .farm 
________ to a waiting ship 
a bout to sai ~t on a new 
___ --_.=_expedition of discoveryo 
_____ The e::cp0dition 
--~~---broke up at Darien (Panama} 
___ - in a revengeful 
--~--~-state of mind~ 
leader, Encisco, 
---=w·ent back to Spaino 
______ This left 11 the stmvaway, 
______ Balboa; 
in c 01r:mand (. 
----·--
--------~Through his kindness 
and cnurtesy 
--he won friendship 
.=--=--:-- of many natives 
one of ~thorn 
-----induced Balboa 
·---to climb the mountain 
--and see for himself 
---th·e great ocean 
·---i.lhat extended v.restward" 
A .. ,OR.::lJ 5WDS 
Name: 
DATEg 
_______ dabaul was a neat 
______ Qrderly little towno 
______ It had a main street 
______ bordered with small 
____ J..rooden one-stc·ry houses Si 
--·-----·some plastered ones, 
______ ? few business stores, 
_____ a two-story hotel 
-----With wide verandahs--
____ a good deal like 
~ pioneer town 
-~-;Ln our middle we.'?t~ 
Then the main street 
==straggled off 
__ _;into the country with 
_ __:its familiar native huts~ 
_ ___ll.long the shore line 
___ ___were clusters 
__ of native huts 
__ l< ept neat; and tidy 
___ ..].;lnder the eye of th8 
-~--·9-e:rman administrator., 
-·-~--N ow~here could you have 
-~--seen a prettier 
little tropical town 
-----than Rabaul 
----and its lovely harbor 
-----with a beautiful volcanic 
-----island at its entrance. 
----~fter World War I, 
------~abaul changed hands 
__ ._.from a German to a. 
___ British adm:tnlst rs.tor t 
a long with a.ll 
~~the German holdings 
---~-_pouth of the equatoro 
__,. ___ _Rabaul became the capital 
· of the British psrt 
-.-~-of nearby island 
. of New Guinea 1 -~---the part called Papu.9. .. 
Then suddenly 9 in 1937~ 
the volcanic island 
in harbor of Raba1li 
-..,-.. --blew its head ()ff" 
·-Tovm was destroyed; 
~-everything miles around 
--r.; overeci with inches of ash 
--·-"harbor cluttered 
--~.rith debris .. 
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Directions: Decide between yourselves who will act as 
Pupil•T$acher first.. Pupil-Teacher will read 
& question at a time. then the Pupil Xinds the 
answer :in the book.. Pupil""'!'eacher will keep 
seore on th~ baek of l~s~on shesto 
Ll=l 
Start with Po ~43 and eontinue to Po 144c 
1.. · Aoro13s wba:t gulf are we t"ly!ng? 
2~~' QVer What kind of country do WG :fly'f 
~~· What mak~s this eoast a dese:rt? 
4~ ifbo tells tts thi~ fact? 
5o W'be~ i~ · hia holl!B? 
6 c> Where does he work? 
Second Pup11QT~acher will ask the sa@ond aet 
of questions and the PttpiJ. will find the anawers 
in the book on Po 14a.. Seeond Puptl~eacher 
will keep seoreo · • 
7 o W'b.ere does the H umboit CUY.:t."'ent start? 
Bo In what direction dc$S it th~n flow? 
9o wnat is 1t like? 
lO.o What does it do ~s tt flows along'f 
11 o . Jl(!)l'l' doi~Sl s this make the land dey? 
12 ~ Wlien d.o eool breezes l.oae their moisture? 
Change to first Pup.:tl ... ~sachero Continue 
as aboveo · 
l3 o Row many miles is the coastline ·of Chile and "Ee:ru? 
14o How of't0n doea rain fall there? 
15~> Is 'tile ij'IDl!bolt Ourre11t of' spe01al impo:rtanoe? What is it? 
16 o WbQ qe~:tits by these .fish~. 
Change t,o second PUpil..,Teaehsl"" aga:tn o 
Continue as above~ 
1?o Of What h~~p are th~se bi~ds to ~~? 
lSo What do yhey oall the :isl..ands? · 
19 o ·w.nat .e.~nmtl"f owns thelae islands? 
20o How ~y birds are there on one island'?, 
Directions: Decide betTmen yourselves who is to be the 
Pupil~Teacher ?irsto 
coPartners in Group L1..,2 read one se-t o~ questions 
.first$ then both read the f'irst two paragraphs 
on Po 143 and close the bookso 
=Partners in Group Ll""'3 read th€ firs·t two 
paragraphs on Po 143 and close the bookso 
~PupiJ-Teachera will take over, ask one set of 
questions at a time~· and then will check answers 
on baclr of lesson sheet o 
Across what gulf are we flying? 
Over what; kind ot: country .do we :fly? 
What makes this coast a desert? 
Who tells us this fact? 
Where is his home? 
tmaere does he work? 
""Continuing as above, read one paragraph 
beginning with nWha.t is theooo 0 on Po 143o 
Close th~.9 books o Second Pupil=Teache-r will 
take overa 
?a ~~ere does the HUmbolt Our~ent' start? 
8o In what direction does it then f~ow? 
9o What is it like? 
10., What does it do &s it flows along? 
lla How does this make the land dry? 
12o When do eool breezes lose their moisture? 
=Each group continues as be£orev but reads the 
next two paragraphs on Po 143 beginning with 
"The HtJ.mbol t, • ., '' and t iniahing on p o 144 with 
th0 words 9 ft Q .. oCO&St of Peru ann Close the books 0 
Now first Pupil~Teacher takes over., 
How many miles is the coastline of Chile and Peru? 
now often does rain fall there? 
Is the Humbolt Current o~ any importance? What? 
Who benefits by thes~ fish? 
=Read the next two paragraphs on Po 144 
beginning with ~It almost seemsooo" 
Seeond Pupil=Teacher will take charge., 
17a Of what help are these birds to man? 
l8o What do they call the islands where the birds live? 
19 o W,b.a·t; countr-y owns these island5? 
20 o How many birds are there on one island? 
l~ Gulf of Gfiaya,q~il 
2 4) \V 017 dey land 
~o \fhe Rum,bolt Current 
4 o ~nor Ric.ardo Palma 
5 .o ·rn . santiago 1' Ch~lfl 
6 p ;tn tb0 Natio&tQl. Library 
"'o f~ So., in r\Jltarctie 
So No.., toward vast~m ~oa.st o:f SoA. 
9., A· ·river or 1e~ wat·e~ ·. 
10 <~ (\:Q~l4 bre' zea 
1lq, ~ool:br:eeEeB strike a warm 
· eoaat, they expand, tl!ike up 
mo1$ture from soil leave dr.y 
land d:ry and barren o 
~o.Wh~n they r0ae~ Andes; 
~~istur~ ~&ll~ as snow 
15 o About 2500 mile• 
l4~ W~ne fo~ S0Veral years 
15? Y~s o It is full. of m.mriM 
~ife on ~hieh fish feed 
16 <\ 'tne biroa 
l'?11 lf:hsy ch$.11ge the .1"ish into 
2 ·rexotilizer, 0 gu.!illof..t a 
:t .. a o ~Th$ Gumo Ialande" 
l.~~ P:~ru 
2.0<! Over s~ooo,ooo 
• 
Directions: Both partnsrs will read one question ~t a 
time c · Then turn to ;rour book and read until 
you will find thil anewero . Close your book and 
write the answer beneath the queetionao Whsn 
you finish answering all the questions. ex= 
eha..nge papers and eh"'ok you.r answers o 
(If you need help» you may a~k your partnero} 
Start readin§ from Po .144 b~ginning with 
'11 OUr trip o .a ., 1 to p o. 145 ending tl o " oOn the 
route o£ this highwayo" 
lo Describe .the coast .of Peruo 
2.o Whilt is the first point of interest we see? 
3 o .. What is thtdr name? 
4o How old is the Chimu Indian civilization? 
5o In Qrd$r to reed th~ae people 8 what was needed 
to gl."'Ow crops? 
6o What i$ unusual about th19 p~tla.ce? 
7 o· It is said to be pa.f>0r$d wi·ch what? 
8 o R•w was it pro·tected? 
9 o Th5 Chimnus w0re conquered by whont~ 
10 o Hew wa.s this accomplished? 
lla H•w large a t~rritory did the Incas rule? 
l2c W:hat kind of ruins do we see over thi2 vast area? 
lao What construction is going to P&2s through thi~ 
Inca. territory? 
l4o Over how mQny eit1es will it pass? 
Directiona: Group 12""'2: Partners in i;h!s group nll 
Had the fiFst ae·~ of questions 9 then 
vill read the assi~nt9 eloee their 
books$ and will W:!l."'ita t:t» answers be= 
neath the quG:stions o Do this fo7! 
$&eh set of quemt1oneo 
Group 1J2 ... 3: Partnel.,$ in this group will read 
e~oh ~a3ignment firmt$ close their bcoka~ 
th<IUl vill w:r>1Uit the &ni.iRra beneath t.hP! ~ 
queationeo Do this ro~ each ~et or . 
qUe$t1onso 
When tiniehed9 partner~ !n both groups will 
eltehango PiiPwi>B ~aX~l eonect them .from the 
anaw~l'So- · -
Assignl'l.\Qnt: 1? o 144=-2 par~gr-v.i~s ·on colnml J. ~ginning 
with ffOU.r tl"ip .. 0 c e.nd ending "0 0 o.1ll tbia 
~oastaJ. empire o t'i 
2 o fJhat is the f1:t"st point of interest ltJ6 ae0'f 
3o WM.t is tb.0ir name? 
4o How old ies thta Chimu Indian eiv!lizationf 
Po 1-44=-the n®xt 2 paragraphs 9 begin.raing 
With ffWe 1oOkooofi and ending noooOr die 
or thirmto"' 
6 o What is unuaul.i\1 &bout til.s ptilaes? 
7 o It ia said to b3 p&p-ared with: mat? 
8 o How was it proteotedf 
9o The Chimu8 war~ conquered by whoa? 
10 o How did thq a.oc ow.pl15h tbim? 
Aasig~nt: Po 144-145--finiab r~ading thim seationo 
llo Bow l.arg~ a te~r1toey did tbe Inetts rule? 
12 o. w.bat kindS) of' l"Uin& do Wt.ll ""'9 over thia vast arefllf 
115 o What eonstr-6lct :ten is going to pass tl.lr-ough ma 
lnoa t~rritoey? 
l4c Over hou many Inca e!t!.es will it pe.ssf 
Answers to Lesson 2 
2o Some ruin$ 
3o ChanoChau 9 capital of the Chimu Indian empire 
4 o Hundreds of yra .o · before th0 
white man came 
5o Huge reservoirs, long 
~queducts for irrigation 
6 c It haa 500 rooms 
'7 <l It is said to be papered 
with ~ol~ ~ 
So Walls 50 ft<> high around it 
9 o The Incas 
10~ By cutting off the water 
supply 
llo From Quito. ~ouado~ to Peru~ 
Boliviau 1\.rgentlna & Chile 
12~ Roads 8 bidg$ob bat~a, walls 
and terraced .t'i~ld$ 
l4o About .40 
Anmwera to Lesson 3 
lo An In~ian boy 
2 o A llama 
3a In a field o~ dry maize 
4d Ineas marching into 
village 
5o }Iiding in their hOl!l$3 
5 o For 6 months 
?a The current of the stream 
ws.s changed 
8o Withered and died 
9o Shrivelled up before 
·che o ar~i!t . 
:to a Only ·I:;he llamas 
J,l o Tb.ey were killed :tor- meat 
l2o Puno~ Chinchats black 
llama 
',. 
13 o Old chi(!~!' bowing to the 
I:mea ~aptain 
:t4 o Tl&$ village with Puno 
15 o Every 10 f'arnilies bad a 
sub=chief or overseer 
:!.6 o Th® head chi@!' 
JY? o Sa.oa, ths divine Inca 
ruler 
J.a o Engineers con~Jtructea a 
new one of eana1a and 
waterways ~W J Jf{my t@rraeea on hills 
20 o A· li ttlJ9 shelf made in the 
stone or hillmide 0 fert1~@ 
soil waa ee.rrie<l .·to it 
21 o One part for tle Inet\S n 
another for pri~sts of 
Sun=god~ rest for vill&gers 
22 o Give so much t 1m@ t o tb. e 
·~are of the other 2/3 
field 
.e 
Directions; Select the one who will se:rve a.s Pupi~"" 
Teacher rirst~ As the Pup11-Teacher will 
ask one question at a time~ the pupil will 
read from ~o 145 beginning wi~~ ~Chincha, 
the Indian boyooo" until he finds the. a~swe~o 
Pupil-Teacher will keep score ·on back of lesson 
sheet o {Change- Pupil.,..Tea.cher with each set/ ot: 
questions. G) 
lo Who is Chlncha? 
2o Who·is hia companion? 
3 o · Where is he? : 
4 o What does ha see i'rom the hill$ ide?· 
5o Where are the womenfolk? 
6o How long bad his people resisted the L~cas? 
7 o . How weX>e they conquered? 
Change Pupil-Teacher and continue with the questions 
below (orally) the same as you did aboveo Pupil= 
Teacher will keep scoreo 
So \V'.aat had happened to the potato plants? 
9 o What had happened to the maize? 
lOo Who was ·the only one who had enough to eat? 
J.lo Why wera t~e llamas diaappe~:1ng? 
12 o Which one i")emained alive? 
13 o Vf.aat did Chineha see in the village below? 
14~ Where did Clliucha head f:or? 
Chatge Pupil~Teacher again., ·Pupil wil~ oontinue to 
l:'ead on p., 146~ bsginning with ftJn the next few 
d.a.ys 0. o" ending "0 a .,and o:f the. pJ:>iests off 
Remambert the PUpil-Teacher will keep scorea 
l.-5 o What first change was made .. in the vil~age? 
16., Who was over the l.O sun ... chie:fs 1 
l'7o Who was hig)leat in authority? 
18., What happ~n.ed to the irrigation system? 
Change Pupil-Teacher nowo 
l.9., What new thing did the engineers add1' 
20a What is a ~terrace?ff . 
2la The land was divided into three parts., 
For whom wa~ each part? 
22., Wha·t was t>equil"ed of the· villagers before 
they could till their land? 
L3<b2 
Directions; Choose Who is to be Pupil~Teacher firsto L3~3 
Group L3=2: Both partners will read the questions in 
eaeh set first~ the assignment next, and will 
close their bookso The Pupil=Teacher will ask 
the questions in that set and score pupil on the 
bs.ck oi' lesson 13heet o .. 
"' Group L3-3: Partners wi·ll read the assignment firsts and 
then close their books o The Pupil ... Teacher will 
ask the questions in that set and will score pupil 
on back of lesson'sheeto 
Pupil~Teachers will alternate with each set of 
questionso 
Assignment: Po 145~ "The Story of Chinchap" beginning 
with "Chinchag the Indian boyooon ru1d 
ending "0 Q obarely enough 1'or drinldngo11 
1 o "Who is Chinch a? 
2 o Who is his companion? 
3o Where ia he? 
4o What does he see from th.e hillside? 
5o Wh~re are the womenfolk? . 
6 o How long had his people resisted tbs Incas? 
7 o How were they conquered? 
Assignment: Po 145= beginning with "The potato 
:plants o "on and ending w1 th nco" the 
faithrul Punoon on Po 146o 
8o MAat happened to the_potato plants? 
9a What had happened to the maize? 
10 o Viho was the only one who had enough to eat? 
11 o Wb.y were the llamas disappearing? 
12., Which one remained alive? 
13 o What did Chincha see in the village below?· 
14o Where did Chincha head .fo1 .. ? 
15o 
16 0 
17 .. 
l8o 
19o 
20., 
21 .. 
22 0 
Assignment: P, 146 beginning wit,h tlin the next few 
daya 0 0 o" and .ending with ff 0. ,can.a.ls and water.., 
ways o" . 
What change was made in the village first? 
Who was over the 10 sub-chiefs? 
Who was highest in authority? 
What happened to the irrigation system? 
{Change Pupil•Teacher at this point and continue 
with the assig:nmento) Po 146 begirming with 
uThe engineers also o o .;~ and ending with ii o o oand 
of ths priestso~ 
What new thing did the engL~eers add? 
What is a 11terracetl? 
The land waa divided into three partso 
1-R.o~ 1'thqm was ~ach part? flbrai·, oia tha v~llagers have to do for theirs? 
Direetions: Choose a LEADER from your group or threeo 
lo 
2o 
lio 
4o 
5o 
6c 
?o 
8., 
9 0 . 
lOo 
llo 
12 0 
13o 
14o 
15o 
16 0 
l?o 
l8o 
19'-l 
20c 
2lo 
22., 
23o 
24o 
25o 
26o 
27o 
28o 
29., 
30o· 
3lo'· 
His job is to a.ak the questions, keep score of' 
the two pupils g 4lnd. give help in pronouncing words, 
if neededo The LEADER will ask the questionso 
Assi.gn..T.nent: Po 146 beginning with "Chincha round 
thatooon KeeP. books open until all 
questions are answered. one at a ·cime., 
What was Chincha longing for? 
What was his job then? 
What did he k11ow about it? 
What was his job now? 
Where were tremen of the village? 
Where was his brother? 
What new rule did the overseers make? 
For what purpose? 
Who laid out the- route r1rst? 
Who rollowed them? 
Row was tm work on the plains'? 
What made mountain work difficult? 
What was Chincha more interested in? 
What were tb.ta huge cables m.ad& of? 
w.a~re were they attached? 
What did the cables serve for? 
Of what were the hand rai1.'9 made? 
What odd thing did this bridge do? 
. How did Chincha :feel about this bridge? 
Who 11ved.in the little stone house? 
What was their duty? 
What did Chincha see one morning? 
What was the message he gave? 
What did the second runner do? 
What happened when the Saca Inca arrived? 
What did the villagers do. be!'ore sunrise? 
What did Chincha do in hie excitement? 
What did tlAe leading warriors have on? 
Who followed them? 
What. did the people do when the Inca came by? 
Why was Chincha dif!'erent .from· the others? 
What amazing thing happeneq then? 
How did Chin~ha f"eel.? 
... 
~· 
Directions: Chooso a LEADER FIRSTo L0ader wi~l aek the 
questions and keep seore for the groupo 
Read th0 4 pa~agraphs on Po 146 beginning with 
~Cbincba round~oo" and ending with ~oooOf the 
mountaino~ · . 
**G~oup L4~2 wi11 read t~ questions t1rst BEFORE 
:N}Sl.ding ·the paragraph$ o ""' -
What was Chincha longing tor? 
What was his job then? 
What did he lmow about i.t? 
Wkat waa his job. MOW? 
llht~ro were the men of the village'f 
Wh~re was his brother? 
What new ruls did the overaeerm mak®f 
For Ubat purpose? 
Who laid out the r.out0 .tiratf 
Who fol.lowed them? 
How waa the work on the plaina? 
11'l::l&t made mour.tta.in work di:f!'icult? 
R0ad the ~xt ti paxoagraphs j beginning ~Chinch& 
was o o ott on p., l(.-6 md Pc J.4? 6 t.tnding with ~o~op2rt of the empireo~ 
1.3o What was Cbinoha more !nte~sted in? 
14 o m&at were the h:ugtJ oablea ~U.de off 
15 o 'lb•r~ W<IU .. ® they attf:!ched? 
l.6 o Wba.t did th0 cables ~er't's"f 
1'7 o Of what ware thG hand rails made? 
l8e What odd thing did thi~ bridge do? 
l9o Bow did Chineha feel about th15 bridget 
20o Who lived 1n the little stone house? 
2lo What was tbcir duty? 
22 o Wbmt did Chinch& 1100 one mor:n.ing? 
23 a What was tm message ha gave'! 
24 o 'fft1111t did the ll!e.eo:nd runner do? 
R@ad the noxt ·i p&ragraphs beginning with ~The 
fi < . ft gr&ftt da~ 0 0 0 fmQ ending with D 0 o.the Inea · 
him$&1~. on Po ~4?o 
25 o What happened men the Sa.ea Inca srrivad? 
26 o Wbmt did the villagers do be!'ore aunrise1' 
27 o Wba·t did Chinel:u1 do in his excitement? 
28 o What did t:t1e leading warriors have on? 
29 ~ Who .to~lovad them! 
~0 o Whtlt · did the peopl.l.t1 do vhen thf1 Inea. e&me by'? 
alo Why was Cn1neha dirferent from the ethers? 
~2 o What ama:&ing thing h.&ppcmed then? 
3~ o How did Chineba. feel.? 
e 
Answera to Lc~son 4 ..A.n.uwe:rs to L&-•aon 5 
1 .. Old tiMS lo H~ maid he was a llama 
. 2o Taking eare of llam~s herder; Puno ifas his pet 
3o How J~Ueb corn they ate; how 2o For a momemt 
to eare for them.; to shea~ t Mm 
4o 
5.., 
6o 
?o 
So 
9., 
lOo 
llo 
l2<l 
Worlting in the !'ield 
S®nt to·work on a f"o:rtresa 
Building a huge ~anary to 
aStor@ food 
Called tor more m0n 
To bu114 a road 
!h«~ 0ngineers 
The road makers 
E~sy-marked with posts 
Paths had to be picked out 
of reek with stone piek~ 
A bridge bui~t aerosa th@ 
gorg~ 
14 o :Bf>4m.ehell!l of vdllow tr.es 
'\ 15u Solid piGrs o~ mton0 
lSo As floo~ to the bridg~ 
1rrr o 2 smaller eabl.ea 
l.a a · It swayed 
19., He !'eared it 
20o Two swift runn~rm 
2lo Mesasngera oT the Incas 
22 o A ussangsr running acrosa 
th0 bridga crying 
23o ~The Sac& Inca is co•1ngt~ 
24o Car17 the m0ssage to the 
n$ltt mte.tion 
2$ o A ·.hol.iday 
So ~0 him a herder of the 
r,oyal flock• 
4o Stunn~d at fir~t, th®n 
rejoiced 
5o Good figbters; good farmers 
6e W~ll-orggnized 
"! ~ lie was oonraidera te 
·eo ~o cuseo. the capital 
9~ A city ot palaces or 
gold 
10o ~errac$d g&rd~na with birds 
tram fore 1gn lar!dta 
lLo Musicians~ pr1eats 9 doctora. 
merchants 
12 , A bu. my Indian city 
1~ o 'fbe atones mt-& u l.arge 
as automobil.cas 
l4o Lil:u. 
15 o Prt!mciaco P!h;arro 11 f!l 
1.6 a Rever attended sehoo1; was 
. a awineherd in Sp&in 
l?o Balboa 
186 Pots & p&na made of gold 
&md ailver 
1.9 e- Tld.0 L&nd of Gold: El. Dorado 
26 o Line the .roadsid& wm.!t1ng 20~ Diego de Alms.gro 
2'1 o Hug hia llama 
28Q Js.v~lled n~mor 2lo.Southward 
29 o Knights» mona ·of· 1nee. nobles 1 
noblese priest$ 22o Ei~1ty men 
.50., Chineha ~-as called to the Inca 
Sl.~' E.:; alon$ had a llama 23o Jungle:;;• mosqu.1..toes 19 :fighti!l'; 
32., He waa ton~le ... tied . Ind:ttu'lm 
~3 I) He wu happy and pJPOud 
25 o Pizarro raturnsd to Pa.ruuna 
26.. 3 yea,rs 
27"' ·Ret urn to Panama 
28~~~ H?.· refused to obey 
29 .. J_J ·men 
Di~etions: Chooa0 & LEADER for your groupo 
IU.s p&~ i~ to ask a q;u.e~~Jtion at 
a t~ o Tho two pupilll will 
~fiad in their booka until they 
f'ind the anawer o LEADER will 
keep meo~o· 
· Aswignment: Start with •'fhen 
Oh1n6haooa~ on p. 247 and ~nd 
with lito ... Pia~o ret>urnsd to 
Pan&ma .. 'lll on p 11 .:1.50 .o 
lo Wha.t did Chin~ha 3&-y? 
2 o How long did the In~a listfm? 
3o What command did he give! 
4o D&t were Chi.nchaTifl rsaetionm'l' 
5o What tli!O thing,s <ioes this story t~~l ua? 
6 o liihat about the 1~ government f 
7 a Wb.at a.bou.t th@ir til?.tpremllll :rule:>? 
So .w.ber@ wau Chineha sent tof 
9 o Describe Cuaeo., 
10., What uxrasual. sight was in CuiiHmf 
11. u !f&ml® the people fo'U!ld :in cusco o 
12 o What is Cus.o.o toda.,-? 
13 ~ What remind~rs of the Inea.s tn"'$ there? 
l4o Wlhat is ths capital of Peru? 
l5o Whose mtm:tu8 is in the Plaza? 
16 o Tell t.wo things about Pizarro o 
J.7 o With what expl~l'"tar wat:~ he? · 
18.., Whs.t is th<! legc&nd or the empir@? 
J.9 o What did Pizarro try to discover? 
20 o Who was his par.otner f 
21~ Alo11g what direction did !le s.ail.? 
22 o How l'lH!my m~lm did he ha.vef 
2~ o ~t kind of eouritry did he .findf 
24o Wa:s this IDJr.pedition f':ruitfu~? 
25.., What did Pigarro do? 
•' - - • - - • • a - • • - -- - - ._ - - -· -· - - - •• -
- -- - - - - - -- - - - - -· - - - -- - -- - - - - - -- - -- -- - -
Directions~ Choose a LEADER againu He is to 
give the assignments, keep score 
and ask the·questions .. 
Group 15-2: LEADER reacls the questions 
first, then gives the assignment. 
After pupils read the praragraphs, 
the close their books and answer 
the questions~ 
Group 15:-3: This group will read the assign-
ment firet and then the L~ADER will 
ask the questions~ 
Assignment~ Read at bottom of Po147 beginning 
with, ttThen Chinch found .. c ., 12 6 ps·ra-
graphs .f.or Group 15-2 ending with, ~'a, 
.. o of his lifE;;~"; and 7 paragraphs · for 
Group 15-3, ending with, ncooof SocAmc" 
le What did Chincha say? 
2o How long did the Inca listen? 
3 .. What command did he give? 
4.. How did Chincha feel? 
L5-2 
-3 
(15-2 reads the quest~ons below and then the 
(next'paragraph on p~l48.9 beginning withJl "Now .... .,n 
5 . ., What two things does this story tell us? 
6.. What about their government? 
7.. What about their supreme ruler? 
Assignment~ P.. 148-9 beginning "ti'1;h 11 nWhere was 
theoo .. " and ending with ffooobig as automobiles .. "' 
(~ grOUES) 
8 .. Where was Chincha sent to? 
9c Describe Cusco~ 
10.. What unusual sight was in Cusco? 
11.. Name the people found in Cusco .. 
12.. What is Cusco today? 
13.. What reminders of the Incas are there? 
Assignment: P .. 149 -the next paragraph for group 
·15-2, beginning with, "What happened<lii'J,.n& the 
next 2 paragraphs for group L5-3~ ending with 
"o .. oabout in Colombia .. 't 
14.. What is the capital o£ Peru? 
15., Whbse statue is in 'Ghe Plaza? 
16c Teli two things about Pizarro., 
17 .. With what explorer was he in America? 
18.... What is the legend of the empire i:n: the south? 
(continued on next page} 
.c 
~- . 
19 0 
20o 
2lo 
22o 
23o 
2:4 0 
25o 
' Asgi~ent! Po 149~-ne~t 2 paragraphs ~or group 
· L5=2 11 beginning with ~liTo wonder !I o 6 n and· 
ending with, paragraphs for group L5=3o 
~a:t1 did Pizarro tr't to aia·co~er? W't.i.o Wf.tS hi2 partner? i · · . 
.How many me11. did he have? 
Along what direction diuhe sail? 
What kind o£ country C:lid he .find? 
Was this exPadition fruitful? 
What aid Pizarro do? 
I Group L5~3 will answer the questions below: 
26 a How long ditl P.izarro. take on hH; 2no trip? 
27 o What ·did the Gov.. o:C · Panama. order him to do? 
28 o What was Pizarro ts reply? 
29 c) How ·many men ata:yed with Pizarro·? 
·._. __ •· 
(Conttd) 
L5=2 
L5..,3 
• 
Directions: Select .one pupil as your LEAD.ERo LEADER L6=l 
will ~~ad orr on0 gueation at a t~e~ then 
th~ pupils will read in th61r books to 1ocate 
the ~nm~ero· LEADER WILL ke$p ~ecreo 
I 
Assignment;; On Po 150. start reading f'rom CIA 
seeond t3.ma o., "t>t and end with ~ o o .,cos.tu!Ji('jd 
slavesR on Po l51o 
lo Which 0xpedltion ill this one? 
2 o .. Wl;le:re did Pizarro start t"rom? 
3o. How long did he wander about? 
4;. What order~ did he recsive1 
5 ~ Row did Piz&rrq a~cept the!lle orders? 
6o 
"?o 
8() 
9c>. 1o; 
' wn~ sent ~inTorc$ments ,laterf 
What did Pi~arrors men find? 
What report did the Indisns g1Ya 
What did Pizarro d0cide to:do?· 
Row waa Pizarro's p~an received? 
agm.in? 
11 o Iiow :uvaa Pizarro ·equipped .in 15311 
12 o Bo~ was hlfl received by t~ Indians? 
13 o Row was he received by the Ellperor? 
l4o What was tba Emperorts nam? 
.15 o How long did 1 t tSke Pizat•ro 'Ill m&n to 
reach tht !nee. T . 
16, Wb&t EHtdd~ened Pigarro?· 
l? o What lmprsaaed Atahu.elp&? 
18 o What hapn~ned the n•xt day? 
19 o How did AtG.hua1pa travel.? 
.e 
Directions: Select one pupil as your LEAD~~ who will 
give assignments, a~k questions~ and ke0p 
a cor~.., 
Group L6=2 
iKThi,a group will read the QUESTIONS f'irst,; th~ 
AS8IG~mNi1 aeoon~ 9 and will ANSWER the queetiona 
asked by the LEADER lasto 
Group L6=31 · 
This group w11.1 READ ASSIGNMENT .first J) then 
ANSWER queatioiU\ asked by the LEADER a 
Assignm0nt: On Po 150 read from ftA second timeo4o" 
to "a.oolllith Pizarrool't 
lo Whieh $Xpedit1on i» this one'/ 
2o Where did Pizarro rutart from? 
3o How long ~id he wander about? 
4 o What orders did he :receive? 
5o How did Pizflrz•o . accept these ord9ra ~ 
Assigr..ment; On Po 150 X'®fld !'rom flLater; wheno "a 111 to 
nooo& new empirsoM 
l3o Who sent reiritoreements l&ter? 
14o What did Pizarro's men find? 
l5o What ~sport did the Indiana give? 
16 o What did Pizarro decide to do? 
17~ How waa Pizarroia plan reee1ved9 By whom? 
l8o Row was Pizarr.o equipped in 1531? 
A:Jsigr.ll.Ulnt:{:i ·On p o 150-·read f'rom e'!The Indiana o o o" and 
~nd on Po 151 with ~aooeostumsd slaveeou 
19 o Bov was Piza.rro reced.v&d by the Il'ldie.ns? 
20" How was he receiV'ed by thetEmpez•or? 
21., What was th$ Emperoria~ nama? 
22 o How long did it take P1zarrota men to reach tlw Inca'? 
23o What &addened Pizarro? 
24 o What impressed Atahua.J.pa.? 
25'o 11het he:ppen~&d tto next day? 
26~ How was Atanualpa t~avelling? 
Answe:rs to Lesson 6 
lo 2nd one 
2o Panama 
3~ 3 years 
4a Orders toreturn 'to 
Panama. 
5 D He refused to obey 
6o Friends in Panama 
'7 o Wonderful city of temples, 
~ine roads, gold$ silver 
dish~st tapestries~ and 
so forth 
8 o Gl"'e a ter r iehe s farther s outh 
9a Pizar~o returned to Spain 
.for . more help 
10 a King of' Sp1a1in was pleased .... 
helped Pizarro 
llo 3 sh1ps 9 200 men~ 30 horsea 
l2o Indians·weleomed him 
l3o Emperor invited Spaniards 
to visit him 
14o Atahualpa 
15 o 7 long weeks 
l6o The 40 9 000 r~rriors in the 
Inca camp 
17 o The per:forman.ce of' Arabian 
pony 
18o At&hualpa returned with 5 9 000 
unarmed !'ollowers 
l9o on shoulders of his slaves, 
in a canopied litter 
Answers to Lesson 7 
l o Spanish pr:i.est welcomed 
Atahua.lpa 
=He handed Atahtialpa a 
Bible 
=Urged Atahualpa to aw~ar 
allegiance to the Roman Pope 
=Urged allegiance to the 
'Spanish King 
2o Atahualpa is insulted 
=He throws the Bible on 
ground 
=Spaniards attacked the Incas 
=Guns~ swords 9 horsesp 
trample do'i'ln the 1n(0s.s 
=A tahualpa captured 
=His ransom was: 
3 o To fill a. large room 
with gold 
.. =Another larger one with 
silver 
4o Foot-runners sent to the 
Kingdom~ asking for 
precious metals 
=In one month ransom was 
given to Spanish 
5o A t&~ualpa. was not s e·t f'ros 
=Falsely accused of killing 
his half=brother 
=S~ntenced · to death 
6o ConquGJst of Peru was ~om= 
plete when cuaeo w&s eapttd 
=In 2 yrs~ 200 men capt'd 
a~ Empire~ l5a000~000 people 
?o Pizarro took over the gov•ta 
c:>Sen·t exp0ditions to Chile & 
Bolivia 
"">All this ana beowne a pro= 
vinee of Spain 
8a Pizarro chose as hia capital# 
Lil'I.I£l o 
Directions: In this s ... pupil team 5 one 
pupil will serve as 
SEC:RE'I'AHY o 
L'7=1 
L7=2 
The SF:C.kE'I'AfiY will ask a 
question, give the para~ 
graph assignment, H.nd keep 
SC01"'8 o 
The four pupils will locate 
the answer, close thei.r 
books, and write the answ~r 
on paper o 
Vfiiat did the Spanish Driest expect of lo Allegiance to the 
the Inca? Pope 
~ the ].)ara graph» ""Not a 
Spanishcoon on Po 151o 
What results dic1 this offer bring? 
Spanish King 
Bible was thrown 
down 
War started 
Helpless Indians 
were killed 
Inca ~as captured 
3o What was the ransom asked of the 
Inca? (2 ooints) 
3a Fill a la~ge ronm 
with gold 
4o How was this accomplished? 
A larger one with 
silver 
.Post runners sent 
Kingdom .for the 
metals 
Rooms filled in 
one·month 5o 
6~ 
7o 
4o 
HEAD the paragraph, nAs a ransom a oo 11 
"'ri'P . 15 L, 
to 
Vlhat hapnened to Atahualpa? 
·READ the n.!>l:Y."i:l-;,.T>Pri).,. "But Atahualpe. 
'on p a l5lo ·· - ~ 
When was the conquest of ?eru 
c.om'Jlete? 
What was the <.:>esult of this conquest? 
5o Falsely accUSE':d of 
murder of his brother 
Sentenced to death 
6" W:t1en Alm.a.gro marched 
to Cusco the Inca 
capital 
REAfj the pR.ragraph on Po 152, ,..,~ 15 million people 
'5eginnlng with,. "But the conquest o ~ .. " conquered by 200 men 
W'na:t did Pizarro do about the land of 8" 
the Incas? 
READ the 2 paragraphs npizarro 
tOOk a o o" and "Pizarro needed ou 11 
on p~ 152o 
Pizarro took over 
gov' to 
Sent expeditions to 
Chile & Bolivia 
Brought Inca land 
under Spa.:nish.rule 
Made Lima the capital 
Lima had fertile 
ValleyoooWas 8 miles 
from sea 
--
Directions: In this 5 ... pupil team, one 
pupil will serve as 
SECHETARY, 
1 .. 
The SECRETARY will give the 
paragr~ph assignment-and 
keep score., 
1he .four pupils will locate ~ 
the answer 1 cl:ose their books.Br 
ru1.d 1'll"r1 te the anst-m:l:' on D'"'pt::·.,.. 4o CJ.. ............ .Q 
Read the 2 para~raphs on p c 151 . 
beginning with Not a Spaniardo o ~it 
and ttWho dares" o., '' 
Tell about the war between the 
Incas and the Spanisho 
Read the 2 para~raphs on Po 151, 
beginning with 9 As. a ransomooo" 
and nBut Atahualpa~coK 
What happened to Atahualpa? 
Read the 3 paragraphs on Po 151 
and 152, beginnin§ with "But the 
conquestoo.,n and Pizarro took.ooa" 
and 11 Piza.rro needed a .. ~ •• 
1-Sp., priest gave Bible 
t.o Inca 
=Urged allegiance to 
Pops and ICing 
·-Inca insulted 
-Bible thrown down 
=Spaniards attack Incas 
. =He~pless Ind1Bi.'"1.S kllled 
minoa. captured 
2=Forced to agree to a 
ransom of 
~1 large room to be 
fil~ed with gold 
=ll larger one· with 
silver 
oForced to send runners 
for the ransoin 
=Rooms tilled in one mo~ 
~Inc~ falsely accused of 
murder of brother 
=Found gullty by court 
-sentenced to death 
~~Almagro marched to 
cuaoc, the Inca capita~ 
=Captured it af~er hard 
fighting 
=15 9 000,000 p~ople were 
·· conquered · 
~Pizarro took over the 
govto 
3o What happened as a result o£ this 
conquest? 
=He sent expeditions to 
Bolivia nnd Chile 
... Bl"'ought Incas land under 
Spanish rule 
~Made Lima the capital--
along fertile valley 
8 miles from sea 
Choose a SECRETARY for your 
s ... me.n team. SECRETARY w:tll 
give hhlp in pronouncing 
words~ it naeded, and will 
keep score for each pup1.l C) 
1-They quarrelladQ 
This team will READ THE 
QUESTION fir$t~~n-rne 
aseignmen~ to-loeate.the 
answer~ 
This: team will READ THE 
ASSIGNMENT tirsl";then""w1J..l. 
answer £fie ques:Sions. 
Read the paragraph on pQ 152 beginning 
With Hpizai"I'"O did. not o n 'It . · 
.... Almagro was defe·ated & 
· execu.tedo 
,..Friends or 'Almagro 
killed Pizarro 
·o *. * • * 
2~K1ng sent vice~oy to 
. . rule l$n,cl . 
~Rode in gilded coaches 
dra~ by White horses 
'with white harneea 
•Noblemen imported 
clothes for;the1r 
ladies · 
~} -$} * * * 
l b 'what happened to the two s oldi~rs? 3=San Marco Un1 v Q ( edu ... 
Read the paragraph on ~o 152 beginpin.g 
With "For 300 yearBoae 
What did the Spanish Viceroys and 
noblemen do in Lima? 
. . 
Read. the parag~a"fihs on p .. 152 beginning 
with ~But Limaoo~n and "We visit~o·" 
eational center of New 
Woxald o) 
~Lima is the center of 
Roman cathblie Church 
in So o Amo. during 
colonial times 
* * ~ * * 4""ln appearance: fine 
shops, autos, taxis~ 
people strolling on 
. street 
$In entert~~ent: 
boxing matches. tenni~~ 
Read on p .. 152 the 2. pare.grapha beginning sw.tmm1ng •. golfp,theat.re 
with ~Lima is an~~Q~ and~e ·buy apoon (Also, bullf1ghts,cock= 
What w~re the important centers 
mentioned? · 
. .. f'ights & · soccer) o 
. 4o In what ways does Lima look like m ~: * * · * * 
American oity'? . 5...,S~aport, of C,allaos S 
Bead on Po 152 the pavagraph beginning 
with "On the coast o oe tf 
5o What helped to make Lima so 
important? {2 reasons) 
Read on pa 153the pa.:r<&.graph beginning 
with "Stlnor Palm.a o • o" 
Te 11 of the p·el"u of the ps:st ~ of 
the P .o of toda:y " 
miles from Dima; best 
harbor on Pac1~1c aide 
of SoQ' A.mo · 
* * .· * * • 6~PAST: Revo1ts against 
Spain frequent because 
of hardships against 
Creoles & Indians 
=Bolivar and Martin 
helped P~ru with her 
1ndep<l!lndence 
=TODAY: Peru a republic 
~Lima 1~ the capital 
. ""President lives in Lima 
=Congress meets in Lima 
• 
• 
Directions: Choose a SECP~TARY for your 
5-pupil teams The SECRETARY 
will ask t he que~ t i.ons, and 
give out tha pap~raph 
assignments o · ·~.· · 
Read 2 paragraphs on po 152 "Pizarro 
dido o -o" and "For 300 :Y·ears o .... " 
lc Tell about Spanish life in Lima .. 
Read the 4 para~raphe on Po 152 
be tzilining with But Lima was ., • , n 
"We vis1t.,o.,n nLima isoeon and "We 
b . n uy ao .. e 
2o Describe the city of Lima .. 
Read the paragraph "On the coast •• a" 
on Po 152 and ending on p .. 153., 
3 & WhY did Lima become the moat 
important city in So, Am? 
Read the paragraph on p., 153 
be&inning with "Senor Palroae. •" 
4 o T 011 all you know of Peru* s 
government. 
L8=3 
.:f:..;.:,.; 
..... ; . 
l-After death or Almagro 
and PizarroD King sent 
Vicer-oy to ~le land 
""Viceroys rode in 
· chai>:tots 
-Noblemen gave balls 
·ror rich and powerful 
2-San Marco UnivG the 
oldest Univ9 in westem 
hemisphere 
~Huge cathedral ~Lima 
is center of Catholic 
Church in So~ Am. 
~Busy life like that or 
u.s .. A<l 
eBullfights, boxing, 
horse-racing, cock-
.fight • soccer games 
3=Callao, Peruts greatq 
est seaport is 8 miles 
away 
®Center of. government 8 
education, and ch~ch 
ALL these helped Li~a 
to become t he most 
:tmportar1t city in South 
America 
4=I:q. the past, Peru re-
. volted against Spain 
=Revolts brought on by 
hardships to Indians 
and Creoles · 
~Bolivar and Martin 
helped Peru gain 
independence 
~rrODAY9 Lima is the cap .. ital o£ Peru~·the 
republic 
-President lives in Lima 
-congress m~ets in Li~ 
Directions: 
Team L9 ... l: 
Choose a SECRETARY for your 
B=mar>. team., SECRETARY will 
give help in pronouncing 
words, if needed, and will 
keep score ~or each pupilo 
This team will ~ ~ 
SUEST!ON first, then the 
assignment to locate the 
answet-o 
l ... Region is quite dey 
=Air is very cool 
* * * * * 2 ... Irrigation comes .from 
the rivers flowing down 
the Andes, across coas-
tal plains and into the 
This team will READ T HE * 
ASSIGNMENT firs~hen will 
Team L9~2: sea 
* * * 
answertl1e" 'questions 0 acceotton is most imp"rJror 
~Brings good price in 
mkto Read on Po 153 the paragraph beginning with "The map ShOWSooon 
What are two results of the 
Humbolt current? 
Read on Po 153 the paragraph beginning 
with °Fo:rtunately some o ·" "" . 
Where do they get thE}ir 
irrigation? 
Read on Po 153 the paragraph beginning 
with "The most importantooon and ending 
on Po 154., 
How big is th0 cotton industry-? 
·~Provides work for 
loo,ooo people 
~otton shipped to 
Europe & Aaia 
·Yi~ld per acre higher 
than u.s. cotton 
* * * * * 
· 4=Many plantations owned 
by foreigners 
=Indians from the mtso 
hir-ed part of season 
=Indians retu:t>n to mts 9 
to plant their own 
crops 
Read paragraph on Po 
"Sugar iSooo" 
... Indians sopoor they 
walk hundreds of miles 
to get to "Work 
154 beginning m th * * * * * 
4 o Tell of the work that the Indians 
do on the sugar p1antations~ 
Read parag~aph on p a 154 beginning with 
"Rice, tobacCOoo~" 
What other product a are grown in· 
Peru? Name at least four o 
Read on pQ 154 the paragraphs beginning 
with "We dec ide o o .. " and *'While we o o o" 
and "Anywhere 0 ~ on 
5~R1ce, tobacco~ grapea 1 
vegetables, fruits 
raised for home markets 
=Most impo export is OIL 
~Long lines of pipelines 
are seen throughout 
Peru 
·• * * * • 6~he highest standard~ 
gauge railroad 1 n tl:l8 
world 
=This railroad was built 
over the Andes 
* * * * • 
'1 ... Anoient ruins or Inca 6 o What did the American contractor, temples 
Henry Meigs, build for the Peruviansr.. =Dry terraced hillo 
. aides 
Read the 3 paragraphs on ~.a 154 :folowwin.g 
91 
-Indians selling 
the above .. iliOur tre.ino_;n "Thenthe roadooo mto violets 
and flThrough tunnels coo . · =Brilliant mto colors 
7 a What is seen as the t ra.in climbs 
upwards'? 
,a f. 
_;:·.--.:: 
Directions: Choose a SECRETARY for your 
5-pupil t.e·amo tT:_he SECPtEP·ARY 
will ask the question$ and 
give out the parag1~aph 
assignments o 
lo Give all the important products of 
Peruoa coastal ple.inQ 
Tfiill of' the next largest export ot 
Peru., 
Read the section or po 154 beginning 
with "A ~te~1 RighW&3ooo 0 finishing 
at the end of the ne~t columno 
Describe t~e trip to the qopper 
mines in the hili¢lla.nds of' Peru., 
L9=3 
l~Most impo is cotton 
t»Suga.r :next largest 
eXP,~:r>t 
•hice~ tobacco~ grapes. 
vegetaol.ea ~ .fruits 
f'or. home markets 
.... ort ex:'fklrted: most 
im:P" product 
2-Suga.r 
· ..... .u1d ians · f'ro:m markets 
work· part ""·tdme 
=They return to t heir 
own holtl.e to plant own 
crops 
3.,.;fiailroads and 'bridges 
a!"e i:n.i-e})end:ed over< 
steep gorges 
=Train climbs .slowly 
upwards . · 
"'Ruins o:f Inca templ-es 
se~n . . .t 
~Dry te,rraced :{11llsides, 
... Road steep~ sheer rock 
wa].;ls 
~L'"l.dians sel.l flowers 
at train stops 
oMtso show bright 
c~l<?:rs 
QUESTlONNAIRE. 
No.i ;:__·· ·· Date----·--·-·-~-·· 
1~ Did you enjoy today~s lesson? 
Yes No 
:2 .. Did you pret:er the 2-pupil team? 
. )-pupil team? --
5-pupil team?· 
-
3" Was the lesson too long? 
too short? 
_Q..,.,.,. 11!'1"1~ 
just right? -· 
-~~ lilY"' 
4.o Would you rather have the questions 
BEFORE readi.ng .from the text? 
AFTER reading .from the text? ---
5~ Would you prefer to read: 
1 paragraph a~ a time? 
'2 paragraphs at a time? 
a section at a time? 
-r'T "!""'-
6., Which way of' studying do you prei'er? 
Old way __ New way __ 
Why? 
78 Were today's questions too hard? 
too easy? 
just right? 
Bp What did you like about today~s 
group? 
9 .. What didn 7 t you ltke about today's · 
group? 
Any suggestions or remarks? 
~~~-------Q...::' 
Directions: 
Partners 
Decide who will b~ Pupil~ 
Teacher for todayo This 
Pupil=Teacher will keep 
seoreo 
in Ll0-1 team will READ THE 
QUESTION first, then the 
'assignment"tolocate the 
answer.,· 
Read on p .. 156 the paragraph. 11 A sign 
. n 
sayso~e. 
1.. How does Ol'H~ feel as one travels 
up toward the clouds? 
Read 2 paragraphs on p., 156 beginning 
with "Presentlyo o o" and "At last .. "., n 
2., What is seen as we approach the 
copper mines? 
Read 2 parag~aphs'on Po l56A nWhen the 
white 0 .. on and "'Mining is 0. 0 . 
3 •. What hap~an~d to the Indians in 
the gold and sil~er mines?. 
4~ What about the conditions o£ the 
mines today? 
Read on p., 157 the par-agraph nwe 
cannot., .. .," · 
5o Row can I:ndian~ work in this 
high altitude~ 
. I 
l,.Oxygen tanks are handy., 
=Breathing ia difficult~ 
~Trainmen s~pply oxygen 
ba.gso 
=Walking or standing 
makes one giddyo 
-Mt .,. sickness . is commono 
2m Smoke from smelters., 
=Large gray sandy hills 
.formed by wasteo 
'"'Brown s·lashes in mts o 
showing copper ore is 
chopped :for smelterso 
J 3=Spaniards wanted goldo 
-Took thousands of 
Indians from rields to 
mines 6 • 
~They died of epidemics 
of measles, smallpox, 
overworko 
=1/3 of a11 Indians in 
Peru died thus .. 
4~The conditions much 
better but lot of 
Indians still hardo 
5=They~ve developed large 
chests., 
=Air too thi~ ror 
oL>dinary people t o 
survive o 
Directions: Decide who wi-11 ba Pupil= 
Teacher for today 0 s 2""Pl..rp·1l. 
tea.mo 
Pupi1oT~acber will give the 
assignmentp ask the questions 
and eheck off the tlllswers o. 
Read on ~o 156 the pa~agraph 
beginning wi~h "A sign·saysooon 
lo T~ll of bur journey to the ~Cloudso~ 
Read on P.9 156 the 4 paragraphs· 
. under- heading ftWhy i.s m.irtil.'lg().oo""' 
2 o- Describe the lliO'Untain.s of Pet~u and 
its. main industr--.r·Q 
Reti.d on Po 15'1 .,the· paragraph be ... 
'ginning with ••we cannot 0 0 o"" 
3 a Row has th6 b.:tgh a.lt1 tude afi'ected 
the people? 
. ' 
·• 
l=High a~titude of 
llp430 re.et 
=Tralcirl~n carry 
oxygen 'QQp-a . . . 
""They a:a~ .P&S'seilger.s 
if bre*thing is 
difi'icUlt 
""At 1~, ~65 ft o · •J.tyge:n 
tanka are bolted on 
'siQ.e of coach 
.:.Walking or standing 
m~kes us giddy . 
=Mto sickness common 
to all 
2.;.:o~untr;V. is :greener 
· ""Ri '\te.re drain eastward 
to AJilla.z on 
=Smoke seen rro~ 
smelters 
=Large gray 11 !randy 
hills s4ow waste 
products 
=Brown slashes on mtc 
sign 6f eopper.=be.sr= 
ing ore fed to 
smelters 
~copper eXported to 
Europe &. U.,S.,Ao 
=1st white·man wanted 
gt>ld & silv-0r 
.:>Thousands ot Indians 
wene taken by force 
to work in minea 
-1/~ ot all Pe~uvians 
died by epidemic~ & ()'Verwork · 
=Copper now king of 
. ~ndes . 
~ond1tion of mines 
much better but lot 
of Indiana still is 
ha~d today 
Z>=Lmaves· tourists 
breathless; air too 
thin 
oind1ans have d~ve1e 
epee large ehest$ 
=Huge lu~g eapacity 
makes pos3'ible .for 
X~o to live in 
tht!se mountains 
-• 
Directions: Choose who will serve as 
Pupil-Teacher 1"1rst o He: 
will. s.lso keep score • 
Partners in Lll~l team will READ THE 
.9...~~TIQ.tr £!rst 9 t"n'en-tne 
ass1gnrt.l.$nt· toloeate the . 
answero 
~ead on Po 157~ 3 paragraphs beginning 
with tt In Limli o o ., " end -ending with nNow 
noticeo 0 o 11 
2 .. 
Where do most of the people or 
Peru liva? 
..... 
Why do few people live on the 
rolling plairia? 
Wny do they live in the High-
land valleys? 
R~ad the parair!q)hs on p o 15'7 be ... 
ginning with Not far .. Q .. n and f'inish 
with "o•oits existenceo~ on Po l58o 
.~ ~' . . 
4o How e.an products .of the valley 
. be shipped outaide? 
Read on Po 158 the paragraph beginning 
with ~C&n youo. o ,." 
What problem faces the government 
of Peru? 
le In the highlands 
""In the va:l;teys 
2=Too eol.d; winds 
fi*ree 
•Almost no trees; few 
shrubs 
""Few shepherds 11 ve hez'e 
"'"Others .. work in. mines 
3bLand mor~ fertile 
~More protection rrom 
winds 
~rops raised on 
· terraced aides 
~2/S Peruvians live here 
4=Shipping is greatest 
problem 
-Many roads get washed 
out 
~Indians li~e in many 
little valleys of the 
· Andes 
-Tn0y trt1dge miles 
carrying .loads 
. I 
5=I~d1ans kno~ nothing 
of outside world $HavG no interest in 
govto or law 
""Indians prefer ways of 
ancestors to modern 
.farming 
e~rn a rertile valley 
~worksl~ mostly Indians QTheir wages are a 
smal1 plot ot 1and to Read on Po 158 the paragraph beginning 
with "Later W~oeow and finish it on Po l59o raise their rood 
What does the· hacienda refeal about 
its: 
a) 
b) 
c) 
a.ppe a.l .. ance 
workers 
owners 
=~Proaueta are grain & 
potatoes. cattle. 
hogs, sheep, goats~ 
llamas 
... Owners generally live 
in Lima 
=Usual2y a govto 
of'f'ieial 
~A descendant of Spanish 
expJ.orers 
Directions: Choo.se the Pupil-Toacher f:or 
today.. PupiJ. ... Teecher• will give 
the assignments, ask the 
questions and check off the 
answers o 
Read on Pa 157 the paragraphs be~ 
ginnin§ with '~In Lima a a on nExamine 
theooo and nNow noticeo&a" 
What information do we receive when 
we ask where most people live in 
Peru? 
Read on p~ 15?' 
ning with 1~ Not 
fintsh with na 
on Po l58o 
the paragraph begin~ 
farooon continue and 
progressive nationn 
The valley we visit near Cerro de 
Pasco tellsof what problems that 
are fucine; Per·uQ 
Read the paragraph on P·o 158 begin"' 
ning with l~Later we visitooo" and 
finish it on Po l59o 
Describe the haciendao 
l=In the highlands & 
valleys: 
=Few people live on 
rolling plain of 
highlands 
=Too cold; rierce winds 
endless almost no 
tr•ees; few shrubs 
Coarae grass 
Indians live as 
shepherds 
Others work in min~e 
coin h.ighlarld valleys 
2/3 people live 
·ts.na more fertile 
People protected from 
cold winds 
On valley floors Blld 
terraced hill~ides are 
crops raised 
* · ir * * 2=Roads often get 
washed out 
=Transportation depsrl"" 
dent on Indiana 
living in littlo 
valleys in Andes 
=Many such valleys have 
~ndians unknown to 
govto 
=Problem before Peru: 
<»=Lima far away 
=~Indians know nothing 
but their town . 
=~Have no intere~t in . 
govta 
==Refuse }co l~arn new 
f'arming methods 
~~- * * * 3=In the valley * 
~Most of vall~ys belong 
to a hacienda 
=Mostly Indians till it 
QTheir wages are a 
small.plot·or land to 
l""aise food 
·=-Products: grain, pota.., 
toea, cattle» hogs~ 
Bh$ep, goats, llan~o 
=Ovner lives in Limao 
is in govt ·.., ther0 
=A descendant or 
Spanish explo~er 
-------------------------------------------------------
""Sam ·Mart in 
""Bolivar 
Directions~ Choose who is to be the 
Punil-Teacher and to keep 
score o 
'Partners in the Ll2=1 team will READ r.f'HF: 
. QUESII'l01>T first» then the assigniii'ent;"t'' 
1ocat'e the an-swer c · 
Partners in the r.~12""2 team will ~1P .. t~'!E! 
ASSIGNMEN'r f'trst, then will answt<>r the 
~
.! 
Read 2 paragraPhs un Po 159 beginning with 
t'We would o ~o" and nDoes this lacko o a tt 
Ll2=l 
tl2=2 
l=Not easily reached 
except by- plane 
. =Lack of transportatim 
WhY is Peru as rich montane so sparsely makes cost of living 
settled? high 
Read the parapraph bep;inning with nwe 
n . 
wish o o o on p o 159 Q • 
2.. What :r*eminds us of Peru'? 
Read on Po 159 the paPagra~h beginning 
with "As we haveoo·/' and which !'inishes 
on Po 160<> 
3 o Into what· three regions is Peru 
divided? · 
Ra ad on p o 160 the para[- raph bep~inning 
wi tb "The highland region"., .. n 
4~ What do we find in the 2nd regioh, 
the mountains? 
Read on Po 160 the para5raohs beginning 
with ~Isolated· Oh6., oTt and -.f'We recallo G.,'" 
Bo besci'lbe the 3rd region, the 
montt:tnao 
6a The City o£ Lima preser~es the 
memory of what 3 men"! 
Profits are low 
2""'1J:1he guano islands and 
their birds 
~Barren coastlines 
with pipelines 
Qirrigated fields of 
cotton & sugar cane 
=Andes mts a with 
copper mines 
3""Desert (on coa.st) 
""'Mountains 
... Jungles 
4=Several ridges of 
Andes · 
~some high peaks 
QValleys in between 
-Here most people llve 
tilling fertile· soil 
or ;mining 
5=0:0 e as te.rn si de is ' 
J'UNGI1E 
=Larger than other 2 
regions com-
bined 
=Soil extra rich here 
=This is the 11 Peru of' 
Tomorrowff 
6=Piza.rro 
""'Sam Martin 
e. Bolivar 
, ... 
•• 
Directions: Choose a Pupil ... Teacher for 
todayo Pupil-Teacher will 
give the assignmentsp ask 
the. questions and check off 
the answerso 
l=Hard to ~each excent by 
plane · 
oShort distances take 2 
week.s o:f hard travel by 
road and riverboat 
PLack of ·transportation 
keeps settlers from 
going in 
Eead the parar:raphs on p o 159 undel" the 
heading of rtWhy is Peru croon 
oCost of living would be 
much more 
2=The guano islands and 
Tell of Peru's east·ern lowlands o 
millions of bj_rds . 
=Barren. coastlines with 
pipelines for oil 
=Irrigated fields o£ 
cotton and sugar cane 
~Breath=taking Andes 
159 beginning =Valus.ble copper .mines 
:finishing that. 
Read the parafranhs on po 
with ttoood ... by to Peru o ~on 
section ori Po l60o 
What things stand out in our w~nds 
as we leave Peru? 
.. 
The 3 regions of'. Peru~ 
bES~RT =MTS~ JUNGLES 
Desert: seacoast 
~Produces cotton, sugar 
rice 
=l/5 people live here 
=Isolated by lack of 
transportation 
Highland Region: (sio 
(erras) 
.... several ridges of Andes 
=Very high ueaks 
~In valleys between most 
people live to till 
fertile soil or mine 
Eastern side: j~tngle 
=The montana. region 
=Part of Amazon jtingle 
=Larger than other two 
regions combined 
=Soil extra. rich here 
=This is the nPEhU OF 
TOM.OBI~OW" 
In. Lima, atatu_es preserve 
tl;le memorw. of': ·, 
· PizarTo 
Sam Martin 
Bolivar 
• o._. -~- : 
... · ... ,;,.:a#ti'a&::¥i£ii'>~id¥~}~%¥aA[~~~~t-K "'"_.~k~ 
Directions: In your 3-man team today, 
decide on a LEADER who will 
keep score, ask the questions, 
and read the assignments. 
Ll3•·1 
Ll3-2 
Both teams wiJ.l read the as-
signment first and then will 
answer the questions .. 
Read on Po 160 the 2 pm~agraphs be- l=In Lake Titicaoa, Bol-
Winning with$ "For some timeooo" and dvia 
The brilliant .. Gd" · -12,600 .ft. high 
1.. Where is the highest .freshwater lake 2-=-The olsa.rness or the 
in the world? atmosphere 
2 o . What makes the mountains appear so 
close? 
5., 
6., 
Read on Po 160 the paragraph begin-
ning with "Flocks offlo(}' · 
Row was the first . ·,eamboa:t broue.ht 
over the Andes? 
Read the para~ra-ph on p o 160 be"" .. 
ginning with v Near the southerno.• ." 
What is the Inca tradition about 
the ·Island of Titicaea? 
Read the paragraph on Po 160 begin= 
ning with ''Along the shores ., o • n 
\Vhat sights do we see £rom the planef 
Read the paragraphs on Po 160 and 
Po 161 under section "Who Built 
Tiahuanaco?n 
What do the r1: ins of Tiahuanaco 
look like from above? 
Who built Tiahuanaco? 
'. ~ =< •' 
3-Pieoe by Pieoe 
""On burro back 
~9 freight trains reqed 
to carry the mate-rials 
4=0n the Rock on Manco 
Capac the children of 
the Sun (Manco'capac 
and Mama Oclla) first 
set.foot on earth upon 
that roek 
0 Rod helped them find 
fertile soil 
•Spot was Cuaco~ Inca 
capital 
5=Boats with sails of 
reeds 
=A dirt road :from. Bol-
ivia to P:~ru: The Pan• 
AMERICAN HIGHWAYt~ 
6~L1ke a clay-model vil-
lage with scattered a• 
do be houses o 
QRuins of large stone 
walls 
•Life-size sculptures of 
men and animals 
7 ... Paople long_ since van-
ished., Still a seeret 
Directions: In.your 3""'pu.p11 team today, 
de-cide on a LEADE:R who will 
lo 
keep ~c-ore 9· · 
R@ad the paragraphs on Po 160 begirming 
· with 'lFor some o o ·o" HTh~ brilliant., .. 9 n t~Flocks o:Eo ""n "N0ar the. southern.o ~on 
t~ Alo~g the ci o o" and ending. with . 
"Hir)lway (• w 
Give a. birdts eye.,view o:f Bolbiao. · 
¥~at do we see at the southern end of· 
the lake? Te11 th@ leg~nd connected 
with it.e 
Read.the section en~itled RWho built 
Tiahue.na~o?11 on P.Q. 160""1o 
Who built Tiahuanaco? Tell.o£ the ancient 
ruins of the city or Tiahuanacoo 
Directions: Choose your LE.ADEll who will keep· 
scoreo 
Read th® section . .on · p.; 161<:.2 on tt\ll!hy is 
LaPaz the most; important city of Bo1.1via.?t1 
' 
1 o Describe the 1"altiplanon ar.lcl its most. 
impor'ta.nt ·cities-o 
Read the paragraphs on Pd l62 on "Why is 
t.he 11e.tna lmpor·tant to Bolivia ?n 
2 o Tell the story o.f the 11~ ,., 
Directions: 
teamo .. 
Read section on·p~ 16:3·under title ot 
"A· visit to· the marketo~ 
•· ... 
i· 
1 e De-scribe the. ma.x•ketplace.v-· .. 
e Read the section oh. Po l63 on; 'twhat 
·foods a.re sold in the marketJtt 
2 () Tall. all tht> things that are sold. ·at 
the market~ including all interesting factso 
Ll.S<>6 
Answers to 13 ... 3 
lo D~solate brown hillsides 
Then rugged mountains· 
=~'lfh:tte capped 
Highest freshwater lake 
in world 
=Lake Titicaca~ 12~600 ftc 
above sea level 
Clearness of atmosphere make 
mts~ appear close 
Silhouettes of towering peaks 
& rugged mts9 
Flock of f-Ulls fill air 
City of cusco & part of Pan= 
American Hifbway 
2 a Many islands including Titica~. 
On it is the Rock of Manco Capac 
where the children of the Sun 
(a brother&. sister) fi.rst set 
foot on earth; given a rod to 
rind fertile land~where the rod 
would sink easily was fertile 
soil.. A temple to Sun to be. 
built & the children would rule 
the peopleo Spot chosen was 
cuseo, Inca capital 
3o Ancient ruins like a clay~model 
village with few adobe houses 
Ruins of great stone walls seen 
scattered over horizonD Also sean: 
lif'e=size sculptures o:f hu.mans 
& animals., Carvings on arches & 
doorways show square sha:ped heads, 
& ornaments of rish, serpents & 
condoz,s o 
City built by unknown people 
who vanishedo 
Answers to 14=3 
lo Altiplano=the high 
plateau 
=Most Bolivians live 
there 
=500 miles long, alto 
12Jt000 fto 
Plateau seems barren & 
lifeless 
People live in the 
sheltered valleys away 
front fj_erce winds & 
sandstorrr.;:;; 
·La Pa·ir in bottom of a 
valley 
Tin ::.. . .. oof's gleam in su.n 
amidst ones of red tile 
Many white walled homes 
In the sun, warm but 
very cold in shade 
=breathing hard because 
0~ high alto 
streetcars & hotels= 
of:fice buildinr:s 
Mining headquarters in 
of'~icea 
La Paz~hub of nations' 
air !1 railwa.y, & highway 
systems 
BQ% o£ mfgdo goods made 
here 
Most of gov'ta here but 
of:f ic ia 1 ca pi t_al :tn Sucm 
.where the Supreme Court 
meetso Sucre in remote 
part of country 
2o Llama=sureQ:footed animal 
Lives on tough grass of 
plateau · 
=Long=necked beast of 
burden r . 
=Cannot be overloaded 
=Provide Indians with 
m~lk, meat, transpor= 
tation, clothing & fu0l 
. (.. ,. 
~~)'c··,,) ·.o; 
Directions: Choose a LEAI;J'ffi who will 
be scorekeeper .. 
Both teams will READ THE 
ASSIGNMENT :first·, . a:i:id then 
'i'!Iranswer""£"fie" ... questions .. 
Read the paragraphs on Po 161 
beginning with "Why isoeo" and 
n In another o o on 
lo What is the altiplano? 
2o Why is LaPaz called a fairy=land 
clty? 
Road the paragranhs on Po 161 be~ 
· · · · ith "o·- di " "A g::~.nrung w n .Lan ng o ., o , 
streetcarocott end nwe pass~ wh:i.ch 
finish on Po 162 with the words 
n 0 0 oand clothing 0" 
3 o What J things tell us that we are 
in LaPaz? 
4o \Vhat in.du.stry is .found heri9? 
.-· :'/>;:~:~ 
Ll4 ... l: ·. 
L14=2 
l=A high plateau 
~Most Bolivians live 
there 
.... 500 miles long 
=12$000 fto altitude 
•the plateaus are barren 
=People live in the 
valley 
2-It is in the bottom of a 
valley 
=Its roof&.gleam in sun 
amidst red tile 
=Many homes have white 
walls 
5=In the sun· it is warm 
=In the shade it is cool 
· =:-Hard to get our lD.reath 
4=Mining 
5o 'What ar~ the two capitals o:L Bolivia? 
5=Sucre (only Supreme 
Court meets there} 
Read the· sect ion on p., 162 under ... LaPaz {Congress, Pres" 
nWhy is the llama imnortant in are in this city) 
Bolivia?u =80% mf'go goods made here 
(cementy clothing impto) 
6., Give three reasons why the llama 
is irrportant ~. 
6=It is a v~ry sure-rooted 
a.nlrnal 
=Lives on scanty$ tov.gh 
grass of plateau 
•Cannot be overloaded 
=Provides Indians w1th 
meat, milk~ tranBPorta• 
.tio:n, clothing and fuel 
Di.rec ions: Choose a. TJEAIJF.R who w111 
serve as scorekeeper~ 
Both teams will :HEAl) THE 
~SSIGNMENT first~ana tnen will 
answtr• me'""queslions 0 
ad the section on p. 163 entitled, 
visit to the MB;r~<>:.t ~rt 
R ad section on p. l63 beginning 
w th paragraphs "What foods o Q "" 
a d nThere ar·e o oo" 
2, e some o:t' the foods sold in the 
rketo 
ad the rest of that section 
und on Po 163 and which ends 
p9 164, with ttby the Span1shooon 
3o 1 at different things have you 
le rned about potatoes? 
Ll5=1 
L15=2 
l.;;.Indians: wear 
bright colored pon~ 
choa (like Mexican 
serape) 
•Women wear 10~12 
skirts-only ones 
who are busy o 
•chat, SPin yarn~ 
weave cloth, baby 
sit, etc .. 
2~canned goods from 
U4SoA • 
... Native grown :rood"" 
stuff's 
=Co:t:fee, cacao., 
sugar oaue, beans, 
corn, rice, fresh 
fruits 
3-Colored: pink, yel~ 
lowp purple 
aFrhzen and dried 
(called chuno) 
=C1il.tivated by 
Indiana in Ahdes 
~or hundreds of 
years 
-Spanish monk 
brought them to 
Spa ill 
oEUrope got them 
e:.l?otato of more 
va~ue than a11 the 
Spanish gold 
QUES~IONNAIRE 
No • Date -------------
. 1. Did you enjoy today9 s lesson? 
Yes No 
2c Did you prefer the 2-pupil team? 
3-pupil team? 
5-pupil team? 
3 Q Was the lesson too long? __ _ 
too short? 
just right? ---
4 .. Would you rather have the questions 
BEFORE reading from the text? 
AFTER reading from the text? ---
5. Would you prefer to read: 
1 paragraph at a time? 
2 paragraphs at, a time? 
a section at a time? 
6., Which way of studying do you. prefer? 
Old way New way __ 
Why? 
7., Were today's questions too hard? 
too easy'? 
just right? 
8. What did you like about today's 
group? 
9. What didn't you like about today1 s 
group? 
o. Any suggestions or remar.k-s? 
Q-2 
Answers to 15=3 Answers to 16-3 
lD Steep cobblestone street 
=Market place always crowded 
Men wear bright colored Ponchos 
Coloring dyes from Europe & USA 
Women wear lOQ12 skirts at once 
Women always busy; chat, argue,. 
baby care, and spin & weave 
lo About discovery of gold 
& silver~Many tales 
told: 
~nHill that melts & flows 
like .Jater=" 
:2 o Potosi ... znining for sil'i.:-1.Jl' 
News sprt:lad 
2o Canned goods rrom UaSo but grown 
in Bolivia 
CofTee, cacao, sugar cane~ be&~s~. 
corn, rice, & fresh fruits 
Grown in eastern highlands 
Carried to La Paz by llama & donkey 
Colored notatoes & dried=reel likn 
wood=flohuno" 
Story of Spanish Monk & .firat potato 
brought to Spain from Peru 
Its use spread ali over world 
Answers to 18<=>3 
1 o Transportation difflc1.1.lt t1~rouf)'l Andes 
&oOnly 2 lines :trcm h~.ghlands to t;m 
coast. Costs enormous: Ton $7~00 
Ship to Coast 45o00 
Ship to Europe 8 oOO · 
No railroads enter lowlands 
=Therefore rubber & other products 1" 
travel thousands miles down rivers 
to Atlantic coast 
b oWorkeJ:>s""'not enough 
= Ma...l'ly killed in wars 
coLaok of enough fuel to work mines 
and industrles 
Cost of importing coal too high 
Answer may be in future oil found 
e a at of' Andes 
d~Indians=over half are pure=l/3 are 
Mestizoo Few read or write=mostly 
in isolated valleys 
Do not voteQknow & care little of 
their govto 
All neople c azoo swarm~ 
in£2: 
Became S;paizfs largest 
colonial city 
Mineowners lived like 
kings 
Oro gave out after 2 
cen·turies 
Be.came e. ghost town 
finally 
Spanish departed 
Indians returned to 
cro-ps 
Ss.me fate to other 
mining camps 
ReviveJ after 200 years 
tho~ 
Beca111e important again 
Because of tin fo~nd in 
mines 
Tin mixed \nth copper 
Food preservation in tin 
cans 
Used in auto & plane 
bear:tnp·s 
Potosi & other camps re= 
vived one of most impor-
tant tin mining country 
:in world 
Largest in Mala-, a ; 
second in East Indies & 
Bplivia next 
Expensive tranapo coat 
to Pacific seacoast 
still produces 3/4 of 
Bolivias Exports 
Directions~ Choose a SECRETARY for your 
5vma.n teamo SECP..E'l'ARY will 
aa.k the questions and keep 
score o 
2o 
Read the 3 paragraphs under the 
section. "The Story of a Mountain 
of Silver!~" on Po 1$4., 
Tell the SECRE'I'ARY all that you 
hlive just read o 
R~ad on Po 164 the paragraphs bea 
g:inhing with n-It ia. here o ., "" and 
ending with the ~ards "It was 
s:llveron 
Continue with the story., 
Read the next 3 ·paragraPhs that 
finis~ the ato~y., "But theooo~ 
'
1Wh .. _ ..L · " d "si s· · " o J<~ .. nOl!'~ s b o ". . an !' enor" o ., 
Finish the story., 
Read the pa!•agraphs on p o 164 
beginning w~th «wnat was thee.,." 
and e~ding bn p.. 165 ,.,1 th 
n 9 o oof' 160 0000o" 
4o What is the story of Po~osi? 
Firliah ·reading tb~ story of 
Potos~ on Pe 165, flFor tWOobgn 
"The rateooo" and "But 
strangely? o ~" 
5., What beeBE~ of Potosi? 
L16=1 
Ll6e2 
l~Many tales told of how 
gold & silver were 
:found 
-Most interesting is that 
of Indian shepherd of 
Bolivia 
~Told Spanish Capto to 
·hurry 11 he found & hill 
tb:&t melts and .flows 
like .. water 
... captain was puzzled 
~Buckled sword & tollow@d 
-went up steep hillside 
·* * ··e· •· * 
2asBere Ind. was hunting fc:::r · 
lost·sheep 
•At. n~ght built :fire 
-Fire went out,. wakened 
sti:rr 
oGround under .fire melted 
&. , ran down hill, 
=Spaniard asked the color 
~"The color of the moono~ 
... nyes:~ it was siJ.vert" · 
* * * * . * 3=Capto concaaled excite= 
ment 
=Makes believe it is o.:f. 
no value · 
=Chargee shepherd to tell 
no one 
* * * * * 4..,rrh0 capt o · fGrme d a. minitg 
COo 
..,Soon n-ews leaked out 
eAll kinds of Pe6ple 
came to Potosi 
~over $50sooo,ooo or 
silver· dug in a short 
time 
=Potosi became Snain's 
largest eolonlai city 
GMineow.ners lived aa 
· kings 
ePotosi became the £irst 
city or. the New Wo1 .. ld 
=160#000 people lived 
there 
* * * * * 5 ... Pctosi m:i.nes lasted 
200 yr'So 
""Pot~si beea.m.e ghost town 
·=S::.~~misrds left,. Ind." 
returned to their homes 
Directions: Choose a SECRETARY to ask· 
qu~stions and li:eep score o , 
Read-the aeotion on Po 164 entitled 
"The story of' a mountain or .silvero" 
What 1s ths story all about? 
Read. the next section~ nwn:at was the 
result," on PPo l64""5o 
2c Te~l the story of the town you just 
reado 
Direetion,s :. Ghooae a SECRE1l'ARY TO ask 
questions and keep scoreo 
Read the last 2 parS!graphs on. p Q 1~5 
and finish the S#~t(ition on Po 1'66., i~\\1hy are the 0 0 oti anc:l ending With 1~ ~ c.ot' Bolivia's exports"" 
lo T<i!ll all you can about the mines or 
Boliviao 
Directions: Choose a SECRETARY to ask 
qutlstions and keep score o 
Read 6n p ~ :1.66 the section, nWhat are 
some o:f Boii vi.a.v s proble:Jms ?'' 
1o What is Boli~iais first problem? 
Tell it in detailo 
R'iHil.d the rest of this sec t1on on p" 1.68., 
2o Tell of .the Other proble~ facing BoliviaG 
Ll6..;.~ 
Ll8=3 
.. ' 
.i..id .. ·.··-··"'''~";.,.;c,;.''-'•-;;:~.;;,;l~~it~;g" •• :o :c•. 
I 
I 
I 
I I. 
! 
Directions: C!wose a SECRETARY tel., your-
5=pupll team,. rrhe SECREIJ:AHY 
will ask the questions and keep 
score e. 
L17=1 
Ll7=2 
Head the last two part:tgra.phs on 
P~> 165 beginning with 11 Why are 
the o. on and "Although o • ., n 
Begin the story of why the mines of 
Bolivia are more important today 
than ever .. 
Read tl:e paragraphs on the first 
column of po l66o 
2. Continue your sto:r>y., 
·aead the rest of that section on 
Po 166, column 2 11 ending with 
"o o .. Bo11via9 s Exports o11 
3o Finish your story. 
l=Mixed with silver at 
Potosi was an ore which 
Spanish threw away 
... It was tin 
=Tin is valuable 
=Tin mixed with copper 
forms bronze 
2~L1berty Bell made of 4 
.Parts . of c opper, one tin 
=Food well-preserved by 
tin 
-Tin cans were used 
-Tip was used in bearings 
in ~ngines and motors of 
cars aroplanes 
~Miners remembered the tin 
thrown away by Spaniards 
=Potosi reopened 
=Today, 36 11 000 people live 
there 
=Bolivia?a largest tin 
mines are at Potosi, 
Oruro, LaPaz 
Bolivia is now one or impo 
tin-mining countries of 
world 
""Ma.J.aya is first 
-East Indies and Bolivia 
next 
-Bolivia produces 1/8 of 
· world's output 
3-Tin mining in Bolivia is 
expensive 
""l\Urtes are 12 ,000=20 ,000 
fto above sea~leval 
=Tin ore goes to Pacific 
coas·t by railroad 
=To England or U.So by 
boat · 
~Tin ~akes 3/4 of Boli-
via's exports 
Directions: Choose a SEChETARY for your 
5Qpupil teamo The SEChETARY 
will ask the questions and 
keep score" 
2, 
Read the 2 paragraulw beginning with 
"What a.r.e o., "n and 11Transportatio:n o "., u 
on p .. 166., 
What is the first problem that 
Bolivia has? Tell about it f'ullyJI) 
Read the paragraph on Po 166 bee 
ginning 'With t"rhough the " " .. ~ a:nd. 
on Po 16? ending with the words 
no .. ,need for fuel o" 
Tell of Bolivi-a's other ·problems, 
Read the rest of this section on 
p Q 168, beginning with "But the o.," 
and end:'f.ng with "'0 0 apr•ogressive 
democl"'e.cy olt 
What ia Bolivia t s greatest problera? 
l=Transportation 
=Bolivia is an inland 
country 
~Andes keep Bo from 
having more t han 2 
railroads 
~cost of ore is enor~ 
mous 
Ex.,oTin ore - $?o00 
Ship to coast"" MJ.;;. 
Ship Trom sea coast 
to Europe ~-$0 
2QTransportation probe 
lem of lowlands is 
even greater 
=No railroads enter 
here 
=More than ! area of 
Bolivia 
=Rubber £rom lowlands 
ia routed to 
A tlant;ie coast 
=Need for workers next 
-Labor shortage re• 
sult of wars with Par= 
agua:y and Chile 
=Lack of sufficient 
fuel to operate mines 
and industry 
-cost of importing coal 
too high 
_=Answer ma.y. be in oil 
fields east of Andes 
3=The INDIANS 
=Over hall' are pure 
1/3 are mestizo 
~Few can read or write 
-Most live jn isolated 
· valleys 
•Do not vote 
-Know littJB of their 
govt. 
=Don't care to know 
more 
"' ..,t ... 
Wh.ich of the following did y-ou pr~fer? 
1st 2nd .Jrd 
2·"·pupil 
)-pupil 
5-pupil 
t.eam 
team 
team 
choice choice choice 
In the 2~~pupil. team, did you prefer: 
a.., oral work 
lat 2nd 
b., written work 
to chco-1e y~;mr :partner ('Jn 
the basis of~ same higher lower 
In the J-pupi! team, 
[:!].:!.~ abillty ability friend,.hip =r_-~:~~1= I == =t 
state.y<Otn: ~erference for~ 
lat. 2nd 
-~ol,r.1-l> Ch(~~-CA 
a,, written work 
bo .oral work 
c .. all girl team 
)rd. 
ch~~l"'~ 
do all boy team ---!--· 
a .. mixed tt!!am 
~~. In which team did yl()u ~tudy mal'·e1 -·~~-
" u " " u f·ool more? ~_......_ .. 
5c Di.d you prefer reading the quevtions BEFORE reading the text? 
Did you prefer reading the questi~n~ AFTER readingt:he text? 
Did you prefer reading the ques:t.i.on&'l with your b.ooks kept 
t-,pen WHILE y.ou found the ani5wers 7 s• __ _ 
lf we were tc divide all the le.a:t~On$ ~tudied into three part3 1 
~h,ow your preference: 1st 2nd 3rd 
c~htt-1£.."' -r.. ~ Ef=-=J first third middle r;hird la3t. third 
